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Research in the theory of topological spaces has brought to light a great

deal of information about these spaces, and with it a large number of in-

genious special methods for the solution of special problems. Very few gen-

eral methods are known, however, which may be applied to topological prob-

lems in the way that general techniques are utilized in classical analysis.

For nearly every new problem in set-theoretic topology, the student is forced

to devise totally novel methods of attack.

With every topological space satisfying certain restrictions there may be

associated two non-trivial algebraic structures, namely, the ring of real-

valued continuous bounded functions and the ring of all real-valued continu-

ous functions defined on that space. These rings enjoy a great number of

interesting algebraic properties, which are connected with corresponding

topological properties of the space on which they are defined. It may be

hoped that by utilizing appropriate algebraic techniques in the study of

these rings, some progress may be made toward establishing general methods

for the solution of topological problems.

The present paper, which is the first of a projected series, is concerned

with the study of these function rings, with a view toward establishing their

fundamental properties and laying the foundation for applications to purely

topological questions. It is intended first to give a brief account of the theory

of rings of bounded real-valued continuous functions, with the adduction of

proofs wherever appropriate. The theory of rings of bounded real-valued

continuous functions has been extensively developed by mathematicians of

the American, Russian, and Japanese schools, so that our account of this

theory will in part be devoted to the rehearsal and organization of known

facts. Second, it is proposed to extend the theory to include rings of all real-

valued continuous functions. These rings have in the past received but

scanty attention, although they exhibit a number of properties interesting per

se and also possess various advantages over rings of bounded real-valued con-

tinuous functions for purposes of application. Analogues between the two

theories, as well as differences, will be pointed out as they appear.

For a general topological background the reader may be referred to the

treatise of Alexandroff and Hopf [2](2), which is designated throughout the

Presented to the Society April 27, 1946, and December 29, 1946; received by the editors

May 8, 1947.
(1) A portion of this paper was written during the tenure by the author of a fellowship of

the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

(2) Numbers in brackets refer to the list of references at the end of the paper.
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sequel as AH. A similar algebraic background is provided by the treatise of

van der Waerden [30 ], referred to in the sequel as VDW.

Throughout the present paper, the following terminological conventions

are employed : the terms bicompact and compact are used in the same senses as

in AH (see AH, Kap. II, passim) ; the term ideal is taken to mean, unless the

contrary is specified, an ideal distinct from the entire ring in which it lies;

the term algebra is used without any restriction on the cardinal number of a

basis and with the assumption of the associative law.

The writer's sincere thanks are due to Dr. Irving Kaplansky, Professor

M. H. Stone, and Professor J. C. Oxtoby, for numerous discussions and sug-

gestions concerning the subject matter of the present paper.
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Part I. General properties of function rings

1. Preliminary definitions and remarks. We commence with precise defi-

nitions of the rings which form the objects of our present attention.

Definition 1. Let X be any topological space and let R be the space of

real numbers with its usual topology. Ê*(A, R) is the set of all real-valued

continuous bounded functions with domain X, and <S.(X, R) is the set of all

continuous real-valued functions with domain X. If K denotes the space of

complex numbers with its usual topology, then (S*(A, K) and Ê(X, K) are

defined similarly.

Theorem 1. If X is any topological space, then S*(A, R) is a Banach
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algebra over R(3), where

(1) (f+s)(P) = f(P) + g(P),

(2) (fg)(P) = f(P)g(p),

(3) (af)(p) = a(f(p)),

for all pÇ^X and a£F,

(4) the ring unit is 1, where l(p) = 1 for all p £ X;

(5) 11/11  =   sup   \f(p)\.

The operations of addition and multiplication are continuous in the topology

defined by the norm (5), and the operation of inversion is continuous throughout

the open subset of &*(X, R) in which it is defined. The set of functions £(A", R)

forms an algebra over R, with addition, scalar multiplication, multiplication,

and ring unit defined by (l)-(4) above; the operation of multiplication is com-

mutative in this ring. Ê(A, R) is a complete metric space, where the distance func-

tion p is defined by

... ..    . \f(P)-i(P)\
(6) p(f, g) =   sup

PGX   1 + 1 f(p) - g(p)

The operations of addition and scalar multiplication are continuous in the metric

(6), but multiplication is not in general continuous. The set of elements of

6ÍA, R) possessing inverses is not in general an open set under the metric (6).

Verification that S*(X, R) is a linear space complete under the norm (5)

is quite simple and may be left to the reader. To show that 6*(A, R) is a

Banach algebra, we need only show that the equality fg=gf obtains, that

||l|| =1, both of which are obvious, and that ||/g|| ú\\f\\ -||g||. This inequality

is easily established, as follows. For every positive real number e, there is a

point peX such that ||/g|| -e< \f(p)g(p)\ = \f(p)\ ■ \g(p)\ g||/|| -||g||. These
inequalities being valid for all e>0, it follows that ||/g|| ú\\f\\ -||g||.

The operations of addition and multiplication are continuous here, as in any

Banach algebra. It is easy to verify that the elements in S*(A, R) with inverse

form an open set. If/ is any element in Gi*(X, R) with inverse, and if ||/— g||

<1/||/_1||, then the series 1+ E*°-i (U—g)f~l)k converges to the element/g-1.

Continuity of the inverse in the open set where it is defined is also easy to

establish. Let e be any positive real number, and let / be any element in

S*(A, R) with inverse. The number ö = infPGx |/(£)| is clearly positive, and

the equality a_1 = ||/_1|| is obviously correct. Let rj = min (ta2¡2, a/2). Then if

||/-g|| <n, we have iaiPGx\g(p)\ *a/2, and H/"1-*-1!! ̂\\f-g\\ -|HI "IIHI

(3) The term Banach algebra is here used as synonymous with the term normed ring fill.
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= l|/—g\\ •l/a-2/a<€. This proves the continuity of the operation of inver-

sion.

We now turn to the space (S(X, R), which is clearly an algebra over R

satisfying all the conditions set forth in the statement of the present theorem.

The function p(f, g) defined by (6) is a true metric, as may be easily proved

from the inequality

\ a — ß\ \ a — y\ \ y ~ ß\

1 + \a - ß\ =s 1 + |a- t|      1 + \y -ß\'

where a, ß, and y are arbitrary real numbers. Completeness of (&(X, R) under

the metric p is proved by arguments familiar from elementary analysis.

The remaining statements of the present theorem may be established by

simple examples. Let X = R, and, as is customary, let ©«(/) be the set of all

g£Ë(-fv, R) such that p(f, g) <t, where Z is an arbitrary positive real number.

Let 77 be any positive real number. The functions ex-\-r¡/2 and e~x-\-r}/2 are in

the neighborhoods ©,(e2) and ©„(e-*), respectively, but the product (ex+r¡/2)

■(e~x-\--q/2) lies in no neighborhood <&t(ex-e-x) =©¡-(1), for f >0. Multiplica-

tion is therefore not continuous in (5(i?, R). The function f(x) = (1 -(-a;2)-1 is

a function in (S(i?, R) which clearly has an inverse, but in every neighborhood

©,(/) there are functions which do not have inverses.

2. Various topologies in Ê(x, R) and 6*(A, R). The introduction of

metrics into 6(A, R) and 6*(X, R), as described in Theorem 1, naturally

leads to the consideration of other topologies in function rings and function

spaces.

Definition 2. Let X be any topological space and let M be any metric

space. Let the set of all continuous mappings of X into M be denoted by

(í(X, M). The set S(X, M) may be made a topological space, where neighbor-

hoods U,(/) are defined as E[g; g<E&(X, M), \g(p)-f(p)\ <V for all p<EX], 77

being an arbitrary positive real number and / being an arbitrary element of

6(A, M). The resulting topology is called the M-topology. ß(A, M) may also

be made a topological space by considering an arbitrary bicompact subset

AT of A and any positive real number 77. The neighborhood Ujt,,(/) is then

defined as E[g; g<E&(X, M), \g(p)-f(p)\ <y for all pEK]. The topology in
(&(X, M) which results by taking arbitrary sets K and arbitrary positive real

numbers 77 is called the ^-topology. Finally, Ë(A, M) may be made a topo-

logical space by substituting arbitrary finite subsets of X for arbitrary bi-

compact subsets of X in the definition of the Ze-topology. The resulting topol-

ogy is called the ^-topology. Bounded functions in 6(A, M) being defined in

the usual way, and the set of all such functions being denoted by S*(A, M),

the u-, k-, and ^-topologies in £*(A, M) are defined as the relative topol-

ogies for'S*(A, M) as a subspace of &(X, M).

Definition 3. If X is an arbitrary topological space, the set E(A, R) may

be  made  into  a  topological  space  by  considering  an   arbitrary  function
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7t£S(A, R) having the property that ir(p) is positive for all ¿>£A. For any

such function w, and any function / in 6(A, R), the neighborhood Ur(/) is

defined as E[g; g£(S(X, R), \g(p)-f(p)\ <ir(p) for all p£X]. The resulting
topology (4) is called the m-topology.

For many purposes, the M-topology appears to be the most natural in

considerations involving rings (S*(A, R), while the m-topology enjoys great

advantages for the study of rings S(A, R). The k- and ¿'-topologies, which

have been well known for a number of years, have been extensively studied in

other connections, and will be considered briefly in the sequel. It will be ob-

served that the M-topology and the norm topology described in Theorem 1

are equivalent, and that for topological spaces on which every continuous real-

valued function is bounded, the M-topology and the m-topology coincide. In

the presence of unbounded real-valued continuous functions, the two topol-

ogies are not equivalent. In the case of bicompact topological spaces X, the

k-, u-, and m-topologies coincide.

We now consider the structures of S (A, R) under the u- and m-topologies.

Theorem 2. The topology introduced into S(X, R) by the metric (6) of

Theorem 1 is equivalent to the topology introduced into Ë(A, R) by the u-topology.

Let 77 be an arbitrary positive real number; let U,(/) be the 77-neighborhood

of /£GE(X, R) in the M-topology; and let ©,(/) be the open sphere of radius 77

about the element/ in the metric p of Theorem 1. Suppose that g is in the

open sphere ©,/i+,(/). Then the inequality

1 g(P) - ftp) I v
1 +1 g(p) - f(p) I    1 + 1

obtains for all pÇzX, and, the real function x(l+3c)-1 being strictly monotone

increasing for x>0, it follows that \g(p)—f(p)\ <V- Therefore we have

®(/i+í(/)CU,(J). Likewise, for 0 <77 <1, it is true that U,/i_,,(/)C ©,(/), and

the equivalence of the metric topology defined by p and the M-topology is

established.

The natural character of the m-topology for rings ß(A, R) is made clear

by the following observations.   ,

Theorem 3. Let X be an arbitrary topological space. Under the m-topology,

and with the definitions of addition, scalar multiplication, and multiplication

set forth in Theorem 1, the set S(X, R) is a commutative algebra with unit over

R, in which the operations of addition and multiplication are continuous, the

set of elements with inverses is an open set, and the inverse is a continuous opera-

tion wherever defined. If there exists an unbounded function in Ê(X, R), then

C(X, R) is not metrizable under the m-topology, and, indeed, fails at every point

(4) This jn-topology for <&(R, R) was introduced by E. H. Moore [21]. The writer is in-

debted to Professor Anna Pell Wheeler for the reference to Moore's work.
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to satisfy the first axiom of countability. If every function in Ë(X, R) is bounded,

then the m-topology and the u-topology coincide in S(X, R).

Let / and g be arbitrary elements of S(X, R), and let 7r be an arbi-

trary function in Ê(X, R) which is positive everywhere. If /GUT/2(/) and

!£U,r/2(g), then it is obvious that /+f £Ux(/+g). Hence addition is con-

tinuous in the m-topology for (5(X, R). To prove that multiplication is con-

tinuous, let/, g, and 7r be as above, and let \{/= [{(|/| +| g| )2+47r2}1/2/2

— (|/| +|g|)]- It is plain that ^ is an element of S(X, R) positive every-

where; and it is further clear that if /GU¿(/) and gGU^(g), then/-f £lL,(/-g).

To prove that the set of elements in S(X, R) with inverses is an open set, we

select an arbitrary element/ such that/-1 exists; we then observe that |/|

is a function in S(X, R) positive everywhere and that every function in the

open set U|/|(/) possesses an inverse.

We now prove that the operation of inyersion is continuous throughout

the open subset of S(X, R) in which it is defined. Let / be any function in

@(X, R) having an inverse, and let tt be an arbitrary element of <5(X, R)

which is positive everywhere and has the further property that the function

l/l —t/2 is positive everywhere. Let t/' = min [w1/| ■ (|/| —k/2), it/2}. Then

if g£U¿(/), it follows that g_1£Ux(/_1). This fact is demonstrated easily, as

follows. Let p be an arbitrary point of X, and let g be an arbitrary function

in U*.(/). Then we have |/->ij>) -g~\p)\ = \f(p) -g(P)\ ■ \t\P)\ • \g~Kp)\

<*(/>) ■ \f(p) | • (\f(p) | -t(P)/2) ■ \f-\p) | • | g~KP) | = <P) ■ (| f(P) | -*(P)/2)
■\g~KP)\- However, if g£U¿(/), then we have g(p) >f(p) —w(p)/2, g(p)

+T(p)/2>f(p), g(p)\+ir(p)/2>\f(p)\, \g(P)\>\f(p)\ -*(p)/2, and hence
\r*(P)\ <(\f(P) -ir(p)/2)-\ It follows that \f~\p) -g~l(p)\ <tt(P); hence
g_1 GUt(/_1) , and the inverse is continuous wherever defined.

To verify the final assertions of the present theorem, we suppose that there

exists an unbounded function/in E(A, R). Then g=/2 + l is an unbounded

function with inverse which is positive everywhere. There must accordingly

exist a sequence {an\ñ-i of positive real numbers which is strictly increasing

and has limit + <», and a countable subset {pn)ñ~i of A such that g(pn) =a„

(n=\, 2, 3, • ■ ■). Now consider any arbitrary countable set {tt«}".! of

functions in S(X, R) which are positive everywhere. We shall show that there

exists a neighborhood IL¿(0) in (S(X, R) which contains no neighborhood

U»-„(0). Let bn = 2-lmm [vi(pn), ir2(pn), ■ • ■ , irn(pn)], for n = \, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ .

There obviously exists a function a in S(i?, R) such that <r(x) is positive for

all positive real numbers x and such that <r(an) =bn~1 (n = l, 2, 3, ■ • • ). Let

i^ = ((r(g))-1; at the point p„,we ha.ve\f/(pn) Ík2~lirn(pn). Hence the neighbor-

hood uV(0) contains no neighborhood UTn(0), and the first axiom of counta-

bility fails to obtain at the point 0. Since S(X, R) is a topological group

under addition, it follows that S(X, R) satisfies the first axiom of count-

ablity at no point, and that S(X, R) is not metrizable under the m-topology.

Finally, if every function in 6(X, R) is bounded, then every function in
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ß(X, R) which is positive everywhere has a positive lower bound. (See

Theorem 27 below for a proof of this fact.) The functions (1/n) ■ 1, where 1 is

the function identically equal to 1, may be used to define a countable com-

plete neighborhood system at an arbitrary point in S(X, R), in the m-topol-

ogy, and it is patent that in this case the m-topology and the M-topology

coincide.

3. Useful categories of spaces. In order to ensure that the rings &*( X, R)

and 6(X, R) may reflect in some measure distinguishing topological proper-

ties of the space X, it is necessary severely to limit the class of spaces con-

sidered.

Definition 4. Two subsets A and B of a topological space X are said to

be completely separated if there exists a function <p in S(X, R) such that

4>(P) Ú0 for all pEA and <j>(p)l\\\ for all pEB.
Definition 5. A 7Vspace X (see AH, pp. 58-60) is said to be com-

pletely regular if every closed subset F of X is completely separated from

every point pEX such that p nonEF.

Definition 6. A topological space X is said to be a Stone space if every

pair of distinct points of X are completely separated.

Completely regular spaces were first discussed by Tychonoff [28], who

showed that they are identifiable as the class of subspaces of Cartesian

products of closed intervals in R, or, equivalently, as the class of dense sub-

spaces of bicompact Hausdorff spaces. Completely regular spaces have been

extensively discussed by a number of other authors. (See, for example, [26,

Chapter III], [6, Chapter II], [10], [14], and [15].) Stone spaces have been

mentioned by Urysohn [29] and Chittenden [9], and have been described

in detail by Stone (in a letter to the writer), who proved that they are the

class of spaces which can be continuously mapped onto bicompact Hausdorff

spaces.

We shall limit ourselves for the most part throughout the sequel to con-

sideration of completely regular spaces. If X is completely regular, the ring

Ê(X, R) necessarily contains a sufficient number of elements to describe the

topology of X, and the algebraic properties of 6(X, R) and Ë*(X, R) may rea-

sonably be expected to enjoy close connections with the topological structure

of X. If we widen our field of investigation to include all regular spaces X

(see AH, p. 67), we cannot expect that the function rings S(X, R) and

S*(X, R) will yield useful general information, since a large family of regular

spaces X exist for which Ë(X, R) =R. (See [16].) If we generalize in another

direction, on the other hand, and consider all Stone spaces, we obtain nothing

novel, as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 4. Let X be a Stone space. Then there exists a completely regular

space Y such that Y is a one-to-one continuous image of X, 6(X, R) can be

mapped isomorphically and homeomorphically (in the m-topology or u-topology)
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onto E(F, R), and (5*(X, R) can be mapped isomorphically and isometrically (in

the norm topology) onto ß*(F, R).

The points of the space Y are to be taken as those of the space X, and

the family of open subsets of Y is to be taken as a certain subfamily of the

family of open subsets in X. If/ is an element of Ê(X, R), and a and ß are

real numbers such that a<ß, then the set E[p; pE Y, a<f(p) <ß] is to be

open in Y, and the family of all open subsets of Y is formed by taking

arbitrary unions and finite intersections of all such sets, with arbitrary a, ß,

and/Gfë(X, R). Since the functions/ are all continuous, it is plain that the

identity mapping carrying X onto Y is continuous, and since X is a Stone

space, F is a Hausdorff space. It is likewise obvious that every function

/GS*(X, R) and every function/£(5(X, R) can be considered as a continuous

function on Y. The mapping/—*/, where f(p) =f(p) for all pEX, is there-

fore a norm-preserving isomorphism carrying E*(X, R) into (S*(F, R). Since

F is a continuous image of X, it is clear that this isomorphism has the whole

ring S*(F, R) as its range. The rings S(X, R) and ß(F, R) may be treated

in precisely the same manner.

The foregoing discussion shows the natural domain of investigations in-

volvings rings <E*(X, R) and ®(X, R) to be the class of completely regular

spaces.

From our present point of view, normal spaces may be regarded as a

specialized family of spaces whose consideration may occasionally permit

simplified proofs. (See AH, p. 68, for a definition of normal spaces.) They

also appear as a natural complement to Stone spaces and completely regular

spaces, from an axiomatic point of view.

Theorem 5. A Ti-space X (see AH, p. 58) is normal if and only if every

pair of subsets of X having disjoint closures are complete separated.

The present theorem is obvious.

4. Representation of rings S*(X, R). In studying function rings, it is

natural to inquire after intrinsic criteria for determining under what condi-

tions a given Banach algebra over R is the ring S*(X, R) for some space X.

Theorem 6. Let S be any Banach algebra over the field R. There exists a bi-

compact Hausdorff space X such that (5 can be mapped onto Ë*(X, R) by a norm-

preserving algebraic isomorphism if and only if the following conditions obtain

in Gs:
(1) (.%-2+e)-1 exists for all ïGÊ, e being the unit in E;

(2) (e||ic||2 — x2)-1 exists for no x£@.

The present theorem can be proved as a consequence of a theorem of

Gelfand (see [ll, p. 16, Satz 16]), and the proof is accordingly omitted. A

direct proof may also be given.
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5. Definition of ßX. A cardinal property of rings Ë*(X, R) is the fact

that for every completely regular space, there exists a unique bicompact

Hausdorff space, commonly denoted as ßX, having the properties that

XEßX, X~ = ßX, and S*(X, R) is algebraically isomorphic to &*(ßX, R).

The existence and uniqueness of ßX were first proved by Stone (see [26,

Theorems 78, 79, 88]), by methods dependent upon the theory of representa-

tion of topological spaces as maps in Boolean spaces. A second, simpler, proof

was given by Cech [7]. A third construction of ß, valid for normal spaces

only, was obtained by Wallman [31 ], and A. Weil has presented a construc-

tion based on the theory of uniform structures [32]. A simplified version of

Stone's original construction was given in 1941 by Gelfand and Shilov

(see [13]). Kakutani has given a construction of ß based on Banach lattices

[18]. Finally, Alexandroff, using a modification of Wallman's construction,

has produced a construction of ß and of yet more general bicompact TVspaces

in which arbitrary regular spaces can be imbedded as dense subsets. (See [l ].)

Spaces ßX thus appear as truly protean entities, arising in the most diverse

manner from apparently unrelated constructions. It is not our purpose at

the present time to elaborate on the inner connections which obtain among

the various constructions of ß, or to present any essential variants thereof.

We shall briefly describe the construction obtained by Gelfand and Shilov

[13], with the aim of completing and simplifying their proof and of exhibiting

the details of their construction for use in certain applications.

6. Existence of ßX. We commence with certain useful definitions.

Definition 7. Let X be any topological space. An ideal 3 in S*(X, R) or

S(X, R) is said to be a free ideal if, for every point pEX, there exists an ele-

ment/ of 3 such that f(p) ^ 0. An ideal which is not free is said to be fixed.

Definition 8. Let X be any topological space and let / be a function in

(S(X, R). The set of points in X for which / vanishes is said to be the zero set

of / and is denoted by Z(f). A subset A of X which is the set Z(f) for some

f in 5(X, R) is said to be a Z-set.

Theorem 7. Let X be any completely regular space. Then the ring S*(X, R)

contains a free ideal if and only if X is non-bicompact.

Suppose first that X is a bicompact, and assume that a free ideal exists

in S*(X, R). Then, for every pEX, there is a function f in I such that

f(P)760 and, consequently, f2(p) >0. Since/2 is continuous, there is an open

neighborhood of p, which may be denoted by U(p), such that/2(g) >0 for all

qEU(p). The space X being bicompact, a finite number of these neighbor-

hoods, say i/i, U2, • • • , Un, suffice to cover the space X. It follows that the

function /Ï+/2+/3+ • • • +/«, where the function /2 is associated as above

with the neighborhood Ui} is an element of 3 which vanishes nowhere and

is positive. Such functions on bicompact Hausdorff spaces have positive

low^er bounds and accordingly possess inverses.  This contradicts  the hy-
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pothesis that 3 is a proper ideal, and proves that 3 must be a fixed ideal.

On the other hand, let us suppose that X is non-bicompact; and let

{G\} xg a be an open covering of X for which no finite subcovering exists. For

each pEX, there is an index \EA such that pEG\. Selecting such a X for

each pEX, we define a function fPj\ in 6*(X, R) such that fP,\(p) = 1 and

/p,x(s)=0 for all qEG{. Such functions fPl\ exist in virtue of the complete

regularity of X. The ideal 3 generated by the set of functions fP,\, where p

runs through all the elements of X and X runs through all appropriate indices

in A, is certainly a free ideal. It must be a proper ideal as well. If 3 were not

a proper ideal, then for an appropriate choice of pi, Xi, p2, X2, • • ■ , pn, X„

and functions gi, g2, ■ • • , g„ in 6*(X, R), we should have the equality

n

1 = E/pía.?»

where 1 is the function identically equal to unity. This equality implies that

the open sets G\v G\2, • • ■ , G^ cover X, in contradiction to our hypothesis

regarding the family {GxjxgA-

It may be remarked that if (5(X, R) contains an unbounded function /,

then a free ideal in S*(X, R) may be obtained at once. The function (/2+l)-1

is positive everywhere, lies in Ë*(X, R), but clearly has no inverse in 6*(X, R).

The function (/2 + l)_1 therefore generates a proper free ideal.

The fixed maximal ideals in £*(X, R) may be characterized very simply,

as the following theorem shows. We remark that 6*(X, R)/W, is the field R,

for any maximal ideal 3)î in E*(X, R). (See [26, Theorem 76].)

Theorem 8. Let X be a completely regular space. The fixed maximal ideals

of S*(X, R) are precisely those ideals of the form E[f;fE&*(X, R), f(p) =0],
where p is some fixed point in X; we denote such an ideal by the symbol SDîp. In

the homomorphism onto R defined by WP, 9D?P(/) =f(p), for allfE&*(X, R).

First, it is obvious that every set 3flP is an ideal in E*(X, R). If g nongäftp,

then g(p) ^0, and the function g — g(p) is in 9KP. The ideal generated by Wl„

and g contains the function (g — g(p))—g = g(p), and hence this ideal is the

whole ring S*(X, R), so that 50íp is a maximal ideal. Conversely, suppose that

3 is a fixed maximal ideal. Since 3 is fixed, the set A = U/e3^(/) 1S non-

void, and can obviously contain but one point if 3 is to be maximal. By the

same token, 3 must contain all of the functions vanishing at the single point

in A. Finally, in the quotient field S*(X, R)/mp, the equalities TlP(f-f(p))

= 0, mp(f)=WlP(f(p))=f(p) obtain.
We now introduce a topology into the set of maximal ideals in ß*(X, R)

and show that this space, so topologized, is ßX. This topology was introduced

by Stone [26], and has been exploited by Jacobson [17] and Gelfand and

Shilov [13].
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Theorem 9. Let X be a completely regular space, and let Vît* be the set of all

maximal ideals in the ring S*(X, R). Let V; be the set E [Wl; WEVït*,f' non EWU]

and let every TJ/ be designated as a neighborhood of every maximal ideal 3JÍ which

it contains. As f assumes all possible values, a complete neighborhood system is

defined for every point of Vît*. The family {Vf}/^<i*(x, b> is closed under the

formation of finite intersections. Under the topology so defined, the space Vît* is a

bicompact Hausdorff space containing a homeomorphic image X of X. The

space X is dense in Vît*, and every function in E*(X, R) can be continuously

extended over the whole space Vît*. The rings (S*(X, R) and (£*(f75rt*, R) are there-

fore isomorphic, and Vît* is the space ßX. The points of Vît* corresponding to

points of X are the fixed maximal ideals in S*(X, R), and the points of Vá*í~\X.'

are precisely the free maximal ideals of fë*(X, R).

We note first that Vfir\Vf2H\ • • ■ (~\Vjn is equal to TJ/i ./2.. ./„ ; hence

the family \1Jf\ is closed under the formation of finite intersections. Suppose

next that 9Jfi and 9)?2 are two distinct elements of Vît*, and let/ be a function

such that/eSDíiPiüHü'.. Then we have MiEVf, while WliEV/. Vît* is hence
a Ti-space. We postpone the proof that Vît* is a Hausdorff space. VA* is

bicompact, as proved by Jacobson [17].

We next map the space X into the space Vît* by a function &, where

¥(p) is the ideal 9Jîp, and denote the image space S^(X) byX. Since it is quite

elementary to show that M' is a homeomorphism, we omit the details of the

verification. Every function/ in S*(X, R) may be represented faithfully on

X by the homomorphisms which the ideals WlP define: f(Wlp) =WP(f) =f(p).

Each such function / (we make no notational distinction between functions

defined on X and functions defined on X) may be extended over all of Vît*

by defining f(W) to be 9Jî(/), for each free maximal ideal SDÎ in Vît*. This

plainly defines an extension of / over the bicompact space Jit*. We now

prove that the extension is continuous. Let UDÎ be any element of Vit*, f any

function in S*(X, R), and t any positive real number. There are two cases.

Case I: /GÜK. In this case, /(2Jc)=0. We observe first that W(\f\)

= |5DÎ(/)| and that in consequence SDÎ(min (/, g))=min (W(f), W(g)), since

min (/, g)=2~1(—\f—g\+(f+g)). We now set g equal to the function

min (|/|, e) — e and consider the neighborhood V0, which clearly contains 9JÎ.

Let 3Í be an arbitrary maximal ideal not containing g; we assert that

|9Î(/)| <e. Making the contrary assumption, that |9i(/)|^€, we have

5í(g)=9í(min (|/|, e)-t)=min (|SR(/)|, e)-« = 0. This implies that gE%
contrary to our hypothesis on 5Í. It follows at once that the extended func-

tion / is continuous at the point 3JÎ.

Case II:/ nonGUDÎ- In this case, the function /—9ft(/) is in 9JÍ, and is

continuous at 90? by Case I. Since the constant function 9JÎ(/) is continuous

everywhere, it follows that / is continuous.

We now infer that Vît* is a Hausdorff space from the fact that for 30?i and
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9JÎ2 distinct maximal ideals in Vît*, there exists a function /GS*(X, R) such

that/(3Ri) =0 and/(3Ji2) 5¿0. Finally, it is easy to see that the rings S*(X, R)

and (í*(Vít*, R) are algebraically isomorphic. Every function </> in Çi*(Vît*, R) is

continuous and bounded on X and may hence be considered as a function de-

fined on X alone and in (£*(X, R). The ring S*(!M*, i?) can thus be mapped

onto a subring of the ring ß*(X, R). Since X is dense in Vît*, a function in

S*(X, i?) can be extended continuously over 5W* in at most one way, so that

the mapping of <&*(Vît*, R) into (5*(X, R) is one-to-one; since this mapping

is obviously a homomorphism, it follows that Gi*(Vît*, R) is isomorphic to an

analytic subring (i.e., a subring containing all constant functions and closed in

the M-topology) of S*(X, R). By preceding remarks in the present proof,

however, it is clear that every function in (£*(X, R) is the image of a function

in Ë*(5W*, R), so that the two rings in question are indeed isomorphic.

Theorems enunciated by Stone and Cech ([26, Theorem 88], and [7, p. 831])

state that ßX is completely determined by the properties of being a bicom-

pact Hausdorff space containing X as a dense subset and of having its ring of

all real-valued continuous functions isomorphic to the ring (S*(X, R).

With this observation, the present proof is complete.

Theorem 10. If X\ and X2 are bicompact Hausdorff spaces such that

S*(Xi, R) is algebraically isomorphic to (&*(X2, R), then X\ is homeomorphic

to X2.

This theorem, which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 10, has

been well known for some time. (See [26, Theorem 86] and [12]).

7. General properties of ßX. We turn now to the consideration of cer-

tain useful properties of ßX.

Theorem 11. Let X be a non-bicompact completely regular space and let

Y be a bicompact Hausdorff space. If Ê*(X, R) and 6*(F, R) are algebraically

isomorphic, then X can be imbedded as a dense subset of Y; and if the space Z

satisfies the inclusion relations XEZE F, then the rings <E*(Z, R) and S*(X, R)

are algebraically isomorphic.

The first statement is obvious. Next suppose that Z is a space satisfying

the inclusion relations XC-ZG Y=ßX. Then (5*(Z, R) is isomorphic to an an-

alytic subring of 6*(X, R), under the mapping which carries a function/

defined on Z onto the same function defined only on X. To show that this

mapping is indeed an isomorphism carrying S*(Z, R) onto E*(X, R), let/ be

any function in (5*(X, R). Then there exists a (necessarily unique) exten-

sion of/ over all of the space Y=ßX. This extension of/, restricted to the

domain Z, is clearly a function in S*(Z, R), and maps onto the original func-

tion/under the mapping described above. Since X is dense in Z, the mapping

of S*(Z, R) onto (S*(X, R) is one-to-one and is therefore an isomorphism.

Theorem 12. Let X be a completely regular space and let Y be a topological
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space such that the inclusion relations XC FG/3X obtain. Then Y is completely

regular and has the properties that ßX=ßY and that S*(X, R) is algebraically

isomorphic to S*(F, R).

This remark is an immediate consequence of Theorems 10 and 11 above.

As a necessary preliminary to our next assertions concerning ßX, we

prove a theorem on Cartesian products of some interest per se.

Theorem 13. Let {XxjxgA be a nonvoid family of topological spaces such

that the Cartesian product Px^aXx is a dense subset of a bicompact Hausdorff

space K. Let x= [x\\ be a fixed point of PxçaXx, and let Y\0 = E[x; #GPx£aXx,

x\ = x\for all X^Xo]. The index Xo is to be an arbitrary element of the index

class A. For every XoGA, let B\0= Y^0 (closure in K). Then K is homeomorphic

to the Cartesian product PxgA-Bx-

We first remark that the spaces Xx, for all XGA, are necessarily com-

pletely regular ; and next that the spaces B\, for all X GA, are bicompact Haus-

dorff spaces since they are closed subsets of the bicompact Hausdorff space K.

(See AH, p. 86, Satz IV.) Furthermore, the Cartesian product PxgA-Bx, as

the product of bicompact Hausdorff spaces, is itself a bicompact Hausdorff

space (see [7, p. 830]). We now define a mapping <& carrying K into PxgA-Sx.

Let k be an arbitrary point of K. If kEB\ then we set <£x(&) =k. If k nonG-Bx,

then we synthesize the mapping <E>x as follows. Consider {Uy(k)}yçzr, the

family of all open subsets of K which contain k (the set T is an appropriate

index class). For each XGA, let ^47,x be the set of all points {xx} in Y\ such

that X\E Uy(k). It is clear that the sets A~x (y running through all elements

of r, X fixed, closure in K) are a family of closed subsets of B\ such that

every finite subfamily has nonvoid intersection. Accordingly, there is at least

one point S\ in B\ which is contained in the intersection J_ITgr -^-r.v Select

one such point s\, and define $\(k) as the point s\EB\. Finally, let &(k)

= {d>x(yfe)}xgA. The mapping <ï>, so defined, is clearly a single-valued trans-

formation carrying K into PxgA-Bx, and it is obviously one-to-one as well.

If k is in the subspace Px(=aX\, so that k= [x\], then each point Sx must re-

duce to that point of Y\ for which the Xth co-ordinate is x\, so that $ carries

PxçaXx onto PxgAFx in the natural homeomorphic manner. It follows of

course that $(X) contains Px^aFi. To prove that <1? is continuous, let <£(&)

be an arbitrary point in <3?(A), and let G be any open set in $(K) containing

$(k). The set G is the intersection wäth <£(A) of an open set in PxgA^x, and

there accordingly exists a neighborhood in PxgA^x of the form D\l®D\1

® • • • ®7?xm whose intersection with 3>(X) is contained in G. Let the point

&(k) be \s\\, and let C\¡ be a neighborhood of s\¡ in B\¿ such that C^iED\i

(*=1, 2, • • • , m). Such neighborhoods Cx¡ can be found, since the spaces B\

are bicompact Hausdorff spaces and are hence regular. (See AH, p. 89, Satz

IX.) Next, let Fx¡ be Cx.-HF^ (i = l, 2, • • • , m), and let UXi be the set in

Xx, corresponding in the natural way to the set   Fx;.  The set   U\X®U\^
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<g> • • • ® U\m is an open set in PxçaXx, and as such is the intersection with

Px£=aXx of an open subset H of K. Since Px^aXx is dense in K, the set H is

uniquely determined. Let p be any point in II. Then &(p) = {çx}, which is in

PxgA-Bx, has the property that its Xjth co-ordinate, q\it is in the set F^; how-

ever, the relations <7xiGFx~<CCxiC£'xi aH ODtain (¿=1, 2, • • • , m). These

relations show that <&(p) lies in G and hence that <f> is a continuous mapping.

It is now a simple matter to complete the proof. Since $ is a one-to-one con-

tinuous mapping of the bicompact Hausdorff space K onto the Hausdorff

space &(K), it follows that &(K) is homeomorphic to K. (See AH, p. 95, Satz

III.) Clearly $(K) contains the space Px^aFx, so that we have (PxçaFO-

CPxGAßxC<i'(A)- = PxeAJBx, and $(A) is dense in Px<=aBx. Since $(A) is bi-

compact, it must be closed in PxgA-Bx (see AH, p. 91, Satz XI), and we con-

clude that the equality <ï>(A) =Px£a5x obtains.

We can now describe the simple relation obtaining among the spaces ß of

factor spaces and the space ß of a Cartesian product.

Theorem 14. Let {XxJx^a be a nonvoid family of completely regular spaces.

Then ß(P\f\X\) is homeomorphic to the space PxgA/3Xx.

Using the notation of the preceding theorem, and writing K for /3(Pxg aXx)

to secure complete uniformity, we first show that B\0 is homeomorphic to

/3Xx0, for all XoGA. To do this, let <p be any function in the ring S*(Xx0, R).

We extend <p first to a function <Z>' continuous throughout Px^aXx by defining

<p first on the space Fx0 (which may be considered identical with Xx0) and

defining <p'({x\}) as <p({y\\), where {y\\ is in Fx0 and yx0 = xx„. It is obvious

that <p' is continuous on Px^aXx. The function <p' can be continuously ex-

tended over all of K, by virtue of K's special properties, and hence can be

extended to be continuous throughout Y\11=B\I1. This proves that B\„ is

homeomorphic to JB(Xx0); and the present theorem follows immediately

from this observation together with Theorem 13.

Theorem 15. Let {XxjxgA be a family of completely regular spaces; and

let @ be the set of functions in 6*(Pxç=aXx, R) which are of the form f\ir\, where

f\ is an arbitrary function in S*(Xx, R) and ir\ is the projection of the space

PxgAXx onto the co-ordinate space X\. Then the subring of S*(Px£aXx, R)

generated by the functions in ® is dense in the u-topology for ë*(Px^aX, R).

The present theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 14. Since

/3PxgAXx = Px£Aj8Xx, it is clear that every function / in (S*(PxgAXx, R) can

be continuously extended over the space P\^\ßX\ to be a function/, and that

the correspondence /—»/ is a norm-preserving algebraic isomorphism of the

rings S*(Px£aXx, R) and ë*(Pxga/3Xx, R). Let 7fx represent the projection

of the space Pxça/3Xx onto the Xth co-ordinate space, and let/x represent a

generic function of (S*(Xx, R). It is plain the functions of the form /x7fx serve

to distinguish between any pair of distinct points of PxgA(3Xx, and hence the
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ring generated by these functions is dense in the M-topology of

S*(PxgA)3Xx, R). (See [15] for a proof of this fact.) The inverse image of

the set of functions /xttx therefore generates a subring of the ring £*(Px£aXx, R)

which is dense in the M-topology for S*(Pxg aXx, R) ; but such inverse images

are obviously in @, and the assertion of the present theorem is established.

8. Extensions of continuous real-valued functions. Since spaces which are

ß's for proper subsets of themselves enjoy the extremely strong property that

all bounded continuous real-valued functions on certain dense subsets can be

continuously extended throughout the whole space, we entertain a natural

interest in the local properties of a topological space which allow or deny the

possibility of such extensions.

Theorem 16. Let X be any topological space, p a point of X, and f a func-

tion in Qi*(X — p, R) which cannot be continuously extended over the point p.

Then there exists a real number a and a positive real number n such that, for

every neighborhood U(p), there are points qj and q2 in U(p) such that

f(qi) <a — n andf(q2) >a-\-n.

Let V= { U\(p) }xgA be a complete family of neighborhoods for the point

p in X. It is obvious that the point p is not isolated in X, since every function

in 6*(X— p, R) could be extended continuously over p if p were isolated. Let

the number y be defined as infxgA (sup,^u\f(q))- The supremum and

infimum in question certainly exist, since / is bounded. Since / cannot be de-

fined at p so as to be continuous there, a positive real number f exists such

that for every U\(p)(\EA) there are points q and q in U\(p) with the property

that \f(q)—f(q)\ >f. We define the number 77 as f/4 and the number a as

7 —f/2. We can show without difficulty that a and 77 enjoy the properties set

forth in the statement of the theorem. There exists a neighborhood U\0(p)

such that/(g) Ky + r) for all qE U\(p), as the definition of 7 shows. It follows

also from the definition of 7 that in every neighborhood U\(p) there are

points r such that \f(r) —y\ <n. Furthermore, in every neighborhood U\(p)

there are points qi and q2 such that |/(gi) —f(qi) >f. If such points be selected

in U\(p)C^U\0(p), where X is an arbitrary element of A, it is clear that f(qj)

or f(q2) must be less than 7+77— f = 7 — 3f/4 = a — 77. Thus we have points

q\ (say) and r such that/(çi) <a — 77 and/(r) >a + 77.

Theorem 17. Let X be a completely regular space and let p be a non-isolated

point of X which satisfies Hausdorff's first axiom of countability. Then there exist

functions in (í*(X — p, R) which cannot be continuously extended over the point

p, and there also exist unbounded continuous real-valued functions on X — p.

Let }{/»}„*=i bea countable family of neighborhoods of the point p such

that any open set containing p contains one of the sets Un. Since p is non-

isolated, all of the sets Un are infinite. Let pi be any point in Ui and Vi a

neighborhood of pi such that p non G Ff, and such that also FiC Ui. Let Uni
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be any neighborhood of p (the neighborhood with least subscript, for ex-

ample) disjoint from Ff, and let pni be any point of Un distinct from p.

Setting «o equal to 1, it is plain that we can prove by induction the existence

of a sequence {pnk}t=o of points of X and of neighborhoods { Vnk}^0, where

each Vn* is a neighborhood of pnk, such that VniC\Vnj = 0 for t9*j, and such

that for any neighborhood Un, all but a finite number of the neighborhoods

V„k are contained in [/„• We now make use of the fact that X is completely

regular to define a set of continuous real-valued functions {\[/„k} £L0, as follows :

for k an even integer, \pnk(pnt) = 'i and ipnk(q) =0 for qEV„k; for k an odd

integer, \f/nk is identically 0.

We now define a function \p at every point g in X distinct from p :

Hq) - ¿iM?).
¡t=o

It is easy to see that \f/ is continuous on the space X — p. Let q be any point in

X — p; then there are a neighborhood W(q) and a neighborhood Un(p) such

that TF(g)P\ Un(p) =0. Only a finite number of the sets Vnk can have nonvoid

intersection with the set W(q), since U„(p) contains all but a finite number of

these sets, and only a finite number, therefore, of the functions \pnk can be

different from 0 within W(q). It follows that \p is continuous at q. Replacing

\p if necessary by the function min (\p, 1), we obtain a bounded function,

which may be denoted by $, continuous throughout the space X — p. The

function $ can in no wise be defined at p so as to be continuous at that point,

since in every neighborhood Un(p), there are points g„u+1 at which \p vanishes

and points qn¡k at which it is equal to unity. The existence of unbounded func-

tions on X—p follows in exactly the same way, if we merely employ functions

<pnk such that: <pnk(pnk)=nk, 4>nk(q)=0 for all qEVnk, and QÚ<Pnk(q)^nk for

all qEX.
Since the validity of the first axiom of countability at a point p in a com-

pletely regular space X implies the existence of functions in S*(X— p, R)

which cannot be continuously extended over the point p (except in the trivial

case that p is an isolated point), it is natural to inquire after properties of a

space at a point p which will ensure that every function in S*(X — p, R) can

be continuously extended over p. Such properties cannot be described in

terms of the directed set of neighborhoods of the point p, as the following

theorem shows.

Theorem 18. Let Y be any directed set with order relation denoted by <.

(See [27, p. 10] for a definition of such sets.) Then there exists a completely

regular space X and a point p in X such that the system of neighborhoods of the

point p, ordered by set-inclusion, is order-isomorphic to the directed set T, and

such that there exist functions in S*(X — p, R) which cannot be continuously ex-

tended over p.
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It is simple to construct a completely regular space F containing a point p

whose neighborhood system, ordered by set-inclusion, is order-isomorphic to

the directed set Y. Let the points of F be the elements of the directed set T,

with the addition of a single additional point, p. Let every point of F be iso-

lated, with the exception of the point p, and let the neighborhood Uy(p) of p

in Fbe defined as p\JE[b, ôGF §>7]Wô. It is obvious that F is completely

regular (it is, in fact, totally disconnected (5)) and that the neighborhood

system at p satisfies the conditions imposed above. If T possesses a last ele-

ment, we replace p by that element.

We now let T* be an exact replica of T, but disjoint from T, and let F*

be the space defined with the point p and the directed set T* just as F was

defined with the point p and the directed set T. (Note that we use the same

point p for both F and F*.) The space X is defined as the union of the two

spaces F and F*. Clearly the neighborhood system at p in X is order-iso-

morphic to the directed set T, and the space X—p is obviously disconnected.

The function cp which is equal to 0 on Y—p and equal to 1 on Y*—p is cer-

tainly continuous on X — p but is not continuously extensible over the

point p.

It thus appears that we must turn to more refined properties of neigh-

borhoods of a point than merely their direction by set-inclusion in order to

describe the extensibility of continuous real-valued functions. We can obtain

a complete description of this phenomenon by considering how p is related to

certain Z-sets in X — p. We first state a simple theorem on complete separa-

tion.

Theorem 19. Two nonvoid subsets A and B of a topological space X are

completely separated if and only if they are contained in disjoint Z-sets.

Suppose first that A and B are completely separated, and that/is a sepa-

rating functions as specified in Definition 4 above. Then the functions

01 = min (/, 2/3)—2/3 and <p2 = max (/, 1/3) —1/3 have the properties that

Z(4>2)'DA, Z(<pi)Z)B, and Z(<piC\Z(<p2) =0. Conversely, if A is contained in the

set Z(/i) and B is contained in the set Z(f2), where /i and f2 are in 6(X, R)

and Z(fi)C\Z(fi) =0, then the function ii=f\ +/| vanishes nowhere in X and

consequently has an inverse in (S(X, R). The function f\ -xp-1 clearly vanishes

on Z(/i) and is equal to unity on Z(/2). Hence A and B are completely

separated.

Theorem 20. Let X be any completely regular space, and let p be any point

of X. Then every function in <&*(X—p, R) can be continuously extended over p

(6) Of the various definitions of total disconnectedness in use at the present time, we

choose the following: a topological space X is said to be totally disconnected if for every point

pEX and every closed set F in X not containing p, there exists an open and closed set A such

that pEA and A G F'. It is obvious that every totally disconnected space is completely regular.
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if and only if, whenever A¡ and A2 are subsets of X — p such that pEAx f\A2

(closures in X), Ai and A2fail to be completely separated in X—p.

If there is a function <p in 6*(X — p, R) not continuously extensible over p,

let a and 77>0 be the real numbers described in Theorem 16 as being

associated with <p and p. Then, if Ai=E[q; qEX — p, <b(q)^aJr77] and

A2 = E[q; qEX — p, <p(q)^a — T)], it follows that Ai and A2 are completely

separated in X — p, and that pEAr(^A2. Conversely, if p is contained in the

intersection AïC\A2, where Ai and A2 are completely separated subsets of

X — p, then there exists a function ip in 6*(X — p, R) which vanishes on Ai

and is equal to unity on A2; since pEArC\A2, every neighborhood of p con-

tains points at which \p is 0 and points at which \p is 1 ; hence \p is not con-

tinuously extensible over p.

The foregoing theorem yields useful information concerning certain special

classes of spaces. Let X be a locally bicompact Hausdorff space which is not

bicompact. There exists a unique bicompact Hausdorff space, X\Jp, obtained

by adjoining a single point to X. Neighborhoods of the point p are simply the

complements of bicompact subsets of X. It is a simple matter to prove that

this extension of X, which we may denote by 7X, is a bicompact Hausdorff

space and that it is completely determined by X. (See AH, p. 93, Satz XIV.)

If X is a non-bicompact completely regular space, and if q is any point of

ßX — X, then the space ßX -q has the property that ß(X-q) =y(X-q) =ßX.

We may ask what properties a locally bicompact Hausdorff space F must

have in order for the relation 7 Y=ß Y to obtain.

Theorem 21. If Y is a locally bicompact Hausdorff space, then the relation

yY = ßY obtains if and only if, given two completely separated closed subsets of F,

at least one of them is bicompact in its relative topology.

Suppose that the condition stated in the theorem holds and that Ai and A2

are completely separated subsets of F. Then Ar and Ar are completely sepa-

rated in F, and by hypothesis at least one of them, say Ar, must be bicom-

pact. In this case, the set Ar' is a neighborhood of the adjoined point q in

7F, so that q non G-dP^-^r. It follows from Theorem 20 that every function

in ß*( F, R) can be extended continuously over q, so that by a familiar argu-

ment, we infer that S*(F, R) and (í*(yY, R) are isomorphic, and hence that

7 F is homeomorphic to ßY. On the other hand, if two non-bicompact com-

pletely separated subsets Ai and A2 exist in F, then in every neighborhood of

the adjoined point q of 7 F, there must be points of both Ai and A2. As before,

it follows from Theorem 20 that some function in Ê*(F, R) cannot be con-

tinuously extended over q, and hence that 7 F is not homeomorphic to ß Y.

From Theorem 9, we infer the following statement: if F is a locally bi-

compact Hausdorff space, then 7 F is homeomorphic to ß Y if and only if the

ring 6*(F, R) contains precisely one free maximal ideal.
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Theorem 22. A normal locally bicompact space Y has the property that y Y

is homeomorphic to ß Y if and only if at least one of every pair of disjoint closed

subsets of X is bicompact in its relative topology.

The present theorem is a special case of Theorem 21, obvious in the light

of the fact that every pair of disjoint closed subsets of a normal space are

completely separated.

9. Examples of spaces ß X. Every known construction of ß X relies heavily

on the axiom of choice. The construction described in Theorem 9 above uses

this axiom in two places : first, in proving the existence of free maximal ideals

in £*(X, R); and second, in making use of the family of all maximal ideals

in E*(X, R). In view of the non-constructive character of ßX, therefore, it is

not astonishing that concrete examples of ßX for non-bicompact completely

regular spaces X are difficult to exhibit. A few such have been found, how-

ever, which we now proceed to discuss.

It may be remarked at the outset of this discussion that every bicompact

Hausdorff space is its own ß, so that we are provided at once with a large

but trivial family of spaces ß.

Let A be any ordinal number, and let Ta be the set of all ordinal numbers

5 such that 5 <A. For an arbitrary ÔoG^a, we define Ua(ba) as the set

£[5; SG3"a, a<ô^ôo]. As the ordinal number a assumes all possible values

less than So, the sets Ua(bt>) define a complete set of neighborhoods for the

point 5o- Under the topology defined by these neighborhoods, T& is obviously

a totally disconnected (and therefore completely regular) space.

Theorem 23. Let H be any infinite cardinal number which is not expressible

as the sum of ^o cardinal numbers each smaller than S. Let 2 be the least

ordinal number with cardinal number ^.  Then, for the space Tj¡, we have

/?rs=r2+1.

A closely related family of spaces for which ß may be explicitly described

is discussed in the following theorem.

Theorem 24. Let 2 be an ordinal number of the type described in Theorem

23, and let 2* be the smallest ordinal number with corresponding cardinal number

#,*, where fc$* is an arbitrary infinite cardinal number. Then we have

|8(r2+1<g>7V+1-(2, 2*)) = rs+1(g>7V+i.

Theorems 23 and 24 repose upon the facts that Tß+i is bicompact for

every ordinal number p and that every continuous real-valued function on the

spaces considered is constant beyond some point in the spaces considered.

Details of the proofs are omitted. These spaces have ß's which are easily

obtained from the spaces themselves on account of the fact that there are

comparatively few continuous real-valued functions defined on them. These

spaces need not all be compact (for example, the space ra+i®ru+i-(fi, co)
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is not compact (6)), but they come very close to being bicompact, and it is

not astonishing that their spaces ß should be simple to find.

10. ß for a discrete space. If we turn our attention to discrete spaces, we

find, as might be expected, a situation differing widely from the one con-

sidered above. If X„ is an infinite discrete space of cardinal number X«, then

S(X„, R) is the direct sum of Ka replicas of R, and 6*(Aa, R) is the subring of

this direct sum consisting of all bounded elements in it. The spaces ßNa are

very large. As Pospisil has proved [23], the cardinal number of ßNa is given

by the equation(').

\ßNa\ = 22V

Interpreted in the light of Theorem 9, this equality states that the ring

S*(A«, R) contains 22N" free maximal ideals. The space ßNo enjoys a number

of curious properties. Some of these are discussed by Cech [7], more have been

set forth by Nakamura and Kakutani [22], and others will be described

below.

We first give an explicit construction for j3Ao, where A0 may be taken as

the set of all positive integers under their discrete topology. We shall exhibit

Ao as a certain closed subset of the set D of all characteristic functions of

subsets of the closed interval [O, 1 ], which is denoted by I. If A is any subset

of / and <pA. is the characteristic function of the set A, we define neighbor-

hoods for <j>A in the usual fashion. If xi, x2, • • • , x„ are in .4 and yi, y2, • ■ ■ , ym

are in A', then the neighborhood Um,xt,■ ■ ■ ,*„; vuvz,---,vm(<pA) is defined as

the set of all characteristic functions <px such that <px(xi) = 1 (i= 1, 2, • • ■ , n)

and <px(yj) =0 (j= 1, 2, • • • , m). This is obviously the same as the usual Car-

tesian product topology in D when D is considered as the product of 2^° 7i-

spaces each containing exactly two points. As the finite sets {xi, x2, • • • , xn}

and {yi, y2, ■ • • , ym\ assume all possible values, the corresponding neigh-

borhoods define a complete neighborhood system for the function cpA- It is

easy to show that, under this topology, D is a bicompact Hausdorff space

which is of dimension 0 and which has point-character 2K° at every point (8).

We now consider the set B of numbers Z in [0, 1 ] such that the triadic de-

velopment of Z contains only 0's and l's. The selection of B establishes a

one-to-one correspondence between the set of all countably infinite sequences

consisting of 0's and l's and the set B contained in [0, l](9). Next, let sets

Xn (» = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) be defined as follows. The set X„ is the set of all t in

(6) Í2 denotes the least ordinal number with cardinal number Ri, and o> denotes the least

infinite ordinal number.

(') We denote the cardinal number of a set A by the symbol | A \.

(8) The point-character of a point p in a topological space is the least cardinal number of

a complete family of neighborhoods of the point p.

(9) The writer is indebted to Dr. Kurt Gödel for the suggestion of making this corre-

spondence by means of triadic developments.
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B such that t(n), the rath element in the triadic development of Z, is equal to

0. It is obvious that every intersection Xi(1)nX2ä(2)nX38(3)Pi • • • f~\Xn{n)

where Xf*0 may be either X* or XI P\B, is nonvoid. In fact, this intersec-

tion is simply the number Z such that t(k) =0 if and only if Xm=Xk.

The set of characteristic functions {(pxn}ñ-u considered in its relative

topology as a subspace of D, is a discrete space. This is obvious from the fact

that the number tn such that tn(k) =0 if and only if k = n is in X„ but is in no

set Xm for mj¿n. By identifying <pxk with the &th element of the space Ao,

we establish a homeomorphism between Ao and the space {<px„}ñ=i- We now

assert that the closure of Ao, considered as being identical with the space

{<px„}ñ=i, is indeed ßNo. We first establish two necessary conditions for a

function (pz to be an element of No- Let To denote the set of all numbers Z in

B such that t(n) is 0 for all but a finite number of values of n, and let 7i de-

note the set of all numbers Z in B such that t(n) is 1 for all but a finite num-

ber of values of n. If <pz is an element of Nö, then we have ToEZEBC\T{.

These inclusion relations are verified by contradiction. Assume that for some

tETo, we have tEZ'. Then the neighborhood t/;i(<7>z)rWo consists of all

functions <pxn such that Z nonGX„; but there are only a finite number of such

sets X„, and <pz accordingly is not an element of A¿". To establish the second

inclusion relation, assume that a number Z exists such that tEZ and tEB'VjTi.

If tEB', then the neighborhood í/í; (<pz) has void intersection with A0, and

if tETi, then the neighborhood Ut; (<t>z) contains only a finite number of

functions <pxn.

Finally, to prove that A¿" is pWo, we make use of the following theorem,

due to Cech [7, p. 833]: let 5 be a normal space, and X a bicompact Haus-

dorff space containing 5 as a dense subset, with the property that if Pi and

F2 are disjoint closed subsets of S, then Fïr\F2 =0 (closures in X); under

these conditions, X is ßS. Since the space Ao is normal, this theorem may be

applied to it, and since every subset of Ao is closed, we must show that dis-

joint subsets of Ao have disjoint closures in A0~. If {»i, n2, »s, •••,»*,•• * }

and {mi, m2, m3, ■ • • , mk, • ■ • } are disjoint subsets of the set of all positive

integers, we must prove that

OO CO

<Ês„ G £>*»*)" and <?>s»,G(l0xJ"
k-l k—1

imply that Sn5¿Sm. This non-equality is easily verified by examination of the

properties of Sn and Sm. Let the number Z be in BC\Tí, and suppose that

t(ni) =0 for k = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • . Then, plainly, Z is in Sn or in S„', and, if tES„ ,

we find that U-t(<f>sJ contains no functions <pxnlt- Hence we have tESn,

since cpsn is in (EtU <Pxnk)~- Similarly, if t(nk) = 1 for k = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ • , then

t is in Sñ ■ Now consider any number Z in B such that t(nk) =0 and t(mk) = 1

for all k = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . Since the sequences {nk\t=i and {»Bi)*=i are dis-

joint, such a number t exists, and from the preceding remarks, it is obvious
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that t is in the set SnÍ^S¿. Therefore 5„ is distinct from Sm, and our con-

struction is complete.

By means of similar arguments (not using effective constructions, to be

sure), it is plain that a construction for ßNa can be given, fcia being an

arbitrary infinite cardinal number.

We next show that every space ßNa enjoys a curious topological property,

that of extremal disconnectivity(10). We have shown elsewhere [14, p. 326]

that a Hausdorff space is totally disconnected if it is extremally discon-

nected.

Theorem 25. If Na is a discrete space of (infinite) cardinal number Na,

then ßNa is extremally disconnected.

Let Gi and G2 be any pair of disjoint open sets in ßNa. Then the sets ^4i

and j42, where Ai = NaC~\Gi (i=l, 2) are disjoint open and closed subsets of

N„. Hence the characteristic function <pAt is continuous on Na and is zero

throughout the set A2. It can be continuously extended over all of ßNa;

when so extended we denote it by #a,. In view of the relations GjC-^r (¿ = 1, 2),

it follows that <?Mi is equal to unity on Gi and is zero on G2. Hence Gi and G2

have disjoint closures.

We conclude the present section with a simplified proof of the theorem of

Pospisil referred to above.

Theorem 26. The cardinal number of the space ßNa is 22kK

Let Da be the Cartesian product of K„ replicas of the T\-space whose ele-

ments are the numbers 0 and 1. We may describe Da as the set of all functions

p(\), for X in a domain A having cardinal number fc$„ and assuming the values

0 and 1. Let 0 designate the point of Da such that 0(X) =0 for all XGA, and

let p\a be the element of Da such that px0(X) = 1 if and only if X=Xo. Let Q

denote the set of all such p^ in Da. Let V = { F(Xi, X2, • • • , X„)} be a basis

for open sets in Da, where | X^| is equal to Na, and where a one-to-one cor-

respondence has been set up between U and the family of all finite sub-

sets {Xi, X2, • • • , X„} of A. Let r(Xi, X2, • • • , Xn) be defined as the set

(F(Xi, X2, • • • , X„)nQ')U(/>xAJ/>xAJ . ■ • \JpK). Now consider the space

C of all characteristic functions on the set Da, with the topology described

in the construction of ßNo above. We write, throughout the present proof,

<p(A) for the characteristic function of the subset A of Da. It is plain that the

set {cb(T(ki, X2, • • • ,X„))}, where {Xi, X2, ■ ■ • , X„} runs through the

family of all finite subsets of A, is a discrete space in its relative topology in C.

Since the set Q has 0 as its only limit point in Da, we can certainly find a non-

void open subset H of Da such that HC\Q is void; if X is any subset what-

ever of H, it is further obvious that the sets V(\i, ■ ■ ■ , X„) can be chosen so

(10) A Hausdorff space X is said to be extremally disconnected if every pair of disjoint

open subsets of X have disjoint closures.
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that <p(XUQ) is in the closure of the set {cp(T(\i, X2, • • • , Xn))}. Since H has

cardinal number 2"", we infer that the equality

| {<b(T(\i, X2, • • • ,x„))}-| = 22**

obtains. By a theorem of Stone and Cech (see [26, p. 476, Theorem 88]),

there is a continuous mapping of ßNa onto {<p(T(\i, X2, ■ • ■ , X„))}_. This

fact, together with well known estimates for the cardinal numbers of Haus-

dorff spaces containing dense subsets of given cardinal number, implies that

ßNa has cardinal number22k<a.

Part II. Rings (£(X, R) and spaces vX

1. Introduction. In turning our attention to rings 6(X, R), we encounter

problems differing widely from those met with in the study of bounded func-

tions alone. First, in order to render our considerations non-vacuous, we must

confine our investigations to spaces on which unbounded real-valued continu-

ous functions exist; and this necessary restriction immediately excludes all

compact spaces. We can therefore hope for no reduction to bicompact spaces,

like that described for rings E*(X, R) in the preceding chapter, and must

define a new category of spaces which will serve to exemplify all rings

(S(X, R).
In one direction at least, we find a simplification : the structure of ideals in

E(X, R) is connected with the structure of the space X in a highly perspicu-

ous manner. We shall use this connection as an essential adjunct to our

investigation and also as a means of illuminating further the relation be-

tween ideals in S*(X, R) and the structure of X.

In other directions, we find enormous complications. The quotient fields

S(X, R)/M, where 9DÎ is a maximal ideal in E(X, R), need not be isomorphic

to R, but may be very large non-Archimedean ordered, formally real exten-

sions of R. We shall describe these fields in as much detail as possible.

2. Pseudo-compact spaces. Our first problem is to determine the com-

pletely regular spaces on which unbounded real-valued continuous functions

exist.

Definition 9. A completely regular space X is said to be pseudo-compact

if E(X, R) is identical with S*(X, R).

Theorem 27. The following three properties of a completely regular space

X are equivalent :

(1) X is pseudo-compact.

(2) Every function in (S*(X, R) assumes its greatest lower bound and least

upper bound for some point or points in X.

(3) I//GE*(X, R), thenf(X) is a compact subset of R.

We establish this result by proving the implications (1)—>-(2)—>(3)—>(1).

Suppose that (2) does not hold. Then there is a function/ in 6*(X, R) which
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does not assume both of its bounds; we may suppose that/ fails to assume

its greatest lower bound, which number we denote by Z. Then/—Z is a positive

function taking on arbitrarily small values, and the function (/—Z)_1 is an

unbounded function in 6(X, R). This establishes the implication (1)—>(2).

Next, suppose that (3) does not hold. If f(X) is a bounded, non-compact sub-

set of R, then/(X) must be non-closed. Let m be a limit point of the set/(X)

which is not in/(X). If u is the greatest lower bound or least upper bound of

f(X), then obviously (2) fails. On the other hand, if there are numbers U

and Z2 in/(X) such that Zi<m<Z2, then the set/(X) is disconnected, and the

sets Ai=f-\E\t; tEf(X), t>u\) and A2=f~l(E[t; tEf(X), t<u]) are com-

plementary, nonvoid, open sets in X. Suppose that for every positive real

number e, the interval [u, u-\-t) contains points of f(X). Then let a function

<p be defined on X, as follows: 4>(p)=f(p) for all pEAi, <¡>(p)=u-\-\ for

pEA2. It is patent that (p is a function in S*(X, R), that <p has greatest lower

bound M, and that <p(p) is greater than u for all pEX. A very similar con-

struction may be applied if every interval [u, u—e) contains points of f(X).

Hence condition (2) fails if condition (3) fails, and the implication (2)—>(3)

is established. Finally, suppose that (1) fails and that the function/ is con-

tinuous, real-valued, and unbounded. Then (/2 + l)_1 is a function in Ë*(X, R)

which is positive everywhere but which assumes values smaller than any pre-

assigned positive real number. Condition (3) thus fails, and the implication

(3)—>(1) is verified.

A complete characterization of pseudo-compact spaces is given by the

following theorem.

Theorem 28. A completely regular space Y is pseudo-compact if and only

if Y is equal to ßX — A, where X is a completely regular space, A is a subset of

ßX—X, and A contains no set which is a closed Gs in ßX. Equivalently, Y is

pseudo-compact if and only if ßY — Y contains no closed G¡ except the void set.

Let F be a pseudo-compact space, and consider the space ßY— Y. If

ßY— F contains a nonvoid closed C7j, which we may denote by A, then there

is a function <p in &*(ßY, R) such that Z(<p)=A. (This observation follows

from the normality of ß Y and the fact that every closed G¡ in a normal space

is a Z-set. The second statement is proved in [7, p. 829].) Since we have

A G/3 F— F, the function <p2 cannot vanish on Y, but since F is dense in ß Y,

(p2 must have 0 as its greatest lower bound on Y. It follows from Theorem 27

that F is not pseudo-compact. Conversely, if F is not pseudo-compact, then

there is a function <p in S*( F, R) which is positive everywhere and has great-

est lower bound 0. The function <p is continuously extensible over all of ß Y;

since /3Fis bicompact, the set Z(<f) is non-void, where $ represents the exten-

sion over ß Y of <¡>, and it is a closed G¡ lying in ß Y— Y.

It will be proved below (Theorem 49) that every closed G¡ in ßX — X has

cardinal number not less than 22No (X being any completely regular space)
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We thus have the following simple consequence of Theorem 28.

Theorem 29. A completely regular space X with the property that \ßX —X\

is less than 22Ko is pseudo-compact.

The space Pn+i®Ta+i — (Q, co) is pseudo-compact, as Theorems 24 and

29 show. It is not compact, however, the countable set A=E[(tl, n), n

= 1, 2, 3, • • ■ ] having no limit point. This space is, furthermore, non-nor-

mal, since A and the set B =E[(a, co) ; a< Q] are not completely separable.

For normal spaces, indeed, the notions of compactness and pseudo-compact-

ness coincide.

Theorem 30. A normal space X is pseudo-compact if and only if it is com-

pact.

It is patent that every compact normal space is pseudo-compact. To prove

the converse, let X be a non-compact normal space, and let P= \pi, p2, ps,

■ ' " . Pn, • • • } be any countably infinite subset of X having no limit point.

The set P is closed, and the function \¡/ defined on P such that \//(pn)=n

(« = 1,2, 3, • • • ) is continuous onP. It is known that every real-valued func-

tion defined and continuous on a closed subset of a normal space can be con-

tinuously extended over the whole space. (See AH, p. 76, Bemerkung II.)

Hence, the function \p may be continuously extended over X, and X accord-

ingly fails to be pseudo-compact.

We may also note the following immediate consequence of Theorems 28

and 30.

Theorem 31. If X is a non-bicompact completely regular space, and if A

is a non-void subset of ßX — X which contains no closed G¡, then the space ßX — A

is either non-normal or compact.

3. The family Z(X). We next consider an important subfamily of the

family of closed subsets of a topological space.

Definition 10. Let X be any completely regular space. Z(X) is defined

as the family of all subsets of X of the form Z(f), where / is an element of

g(X, R). If 21 is any subset of S(X, R), then Z(3l) is defined as the family of

allZ(/)for/G?I.
It is clear that every set A in Z(X) is a closed Gs in X, and, as noted above,

if the completely regular space X is normal, Z(X) coincides with the family

of all closed Gs's in X. This property is not equivalent to normality, however,

as the space Ta+i® Ta+i — (Ö, co) shows. It is easy to verify that every closed

Gs in this space is a Z-set, although the space itself is non-normal. An example

is given in Appendix A of a non-normal completely regular space in which

not every closed Gs is a Z-set.

For various special categories of spaces, the family Z assumes familiar

forms. If ikT is a metric space, for example, Z(M) coincides with the family of
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all closed subsets of M. More generally, one may consider spaces in wrhich

every closed subset is a G¡ and which enjoy the property that every subspace

is normal in its relative topology. These are the "perfectly normal" spaces of

Cech (see [8]).

We now state certain elementary facts about the family Z(X).

Theorem 32. The expression "6(X, R)" may be replaced by "g*(X, R)"

in Definition 12 above without altering the family Z(X).

This theorem follows from the fact that Z(f) =Z(min(/2, 1)), for all func-

tions/in ß(X, R), and that min (/2, 1) is a function in S*(X, R).

Theorem 33. The family Z(X) is closed under the formation of finite unions

and all countable intersections. It is not in general closed under the formation of

countably infinite unions.

The present theorem follows immediately from the two following rela-

tions: Z(fi)\JZ(f2)\J ■ ■ • UZ(/n)=Z(min (/?, f\, ■ ■ • , fn); and IL^C/n)
= Z(En=12-n-gn), where g„ = min (fn, 1) (n = l, 2, 3, • • • ).

Clearly the series En-i2_ngn converges uniformly and hence represents

a continuous function on X. The last statement of the theorem is easily

verified by an example. If we take X to be the space R, then every rational

point tER is a Z-set; but the union of all these Z-sets is not even closed.

We next obtain a second characterization of pseudo-compactness in terms

of Z(X).

Theorem 34. A completely regular space X is pseudo-compact if and only

if, whenever {Zn}ñ=i is a countable subfamily of Z(X) enjoying the finite inter-

section property (u), the intersection IXn-iZ„ is non-void.

Suppose that the stated condition does not obtain, and that {Z„}"_i is a

subfamily of Z(X) such that Zi(~\Z2C\ ■ ■ ■ C\Zm?±0 for each natural number

m, but such that Y[ñ-iZn is void. Let ^4„=ZinZ2n • ■ • P\Zn (n = l, 2, 3,

■ ■ ■ ). Then we have -¿O-^D ■ • • DAnZ) • • * » with H"_iv4„ void. Since

An is in Z(X), there exists a function/„ in (S(X, R) such that Z(/„) is equal

to An. The function gn, defined as min (fl, 1), likewise has the property that

Z(gn)=An. Consider the function <p= En-i2_"gn- Since every pEX lies in

A'm for some natural number m, we have (p(p)^2-m-gm(p) >0, so that <p is

positive everywhere. On the other hand, if pEAn, then gi(p)=g2(p)= ■ ■ •

= gn(p)=0, so that we have <p(p) = EfcU+i2-*■£*(£) á2~n. Hence, the rela-

tion inîP£x<t>(p) =0 is valid, and the function violates condition (2) of Theo-

rem 27, and X is not pseudo-compact. Conversely, if X is not pseudo-com-

pact, there is an unbounded function/ in S(X, R). Let the set Kn be defined

as E[p; pEX, f2(p)^.n], for all natural numbers n. It is clear that K~ifM£2

(") A family zA of sets is said to have the finite intersection property if every set inc/^

is non-void and zA is closed under the formation of finite intersections.
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C\ ' • • r\Kn is a non-void set, for every n, and that IJ^X,, is void. Since

Kn = Z(max (p, n)—n), we find that the condition stated in the present

theorem fails in the presence of an unbounded real-valued continuous func-

tion on X.

4. Ideals in S(X, R). As in the case of rings S*(X R), we find that

maximal ideals in S(X, R) are indispensable aids to our study. As in Theorem

9, the fixed maximal ideals are easily described.

Theorem 35. The fixed maximal ideals in the ring S(X, R) are the sets of

all functions in E(X, R) vanishing at a given point pEX; for a fixed pEX,

this ideal may be denoted by fflp.

The proof of the present theorem is identical with that of Theorem 8, and

hence does not require repetition.

The free maximal ideals of 6(X, R), on the other hand, may exhibit the

most extreme pathology, their peculiarities being closely connected with those

of the space X. In particular, the family Z(9Jc), where SDÎ is an arbitrary free

maximal ideal, can be identified by purely set-theoretic properties, which

makes it, within the family Z(X), an exact analogue of the ultra-filters of

Cartan (see [6, chap. I, pp. 20-31]). The corresponding property for free

maximal ideals in ®*(X, R), which establishes a complete equivalence be-

tween maximal ideals in the two rings, is somewhat less perspicuous. We now

consider the properties of Z(3)l).

Theorem 36. Let X be any completely regular space. Consider the following

properties of a non-void subfamily zA of Z(X) :

(1) zA enjoys the finite intersection property;

(2) IfAEvi, BEZ(X), and BDA, then BEzA.
(3) If JFGZ(X) and W nonE*A, then Wf\A =0 for some AE^A.
(4) The intersection of all sets in zA is void.

(5) zA contains no sets bicompact in their relative topologies.

The family zA is a family Z(30 for some ideal 3 in (S(X, R) if and only if
(1) and (2) obtain ; zA is the family Z(3)î) for some maximal ideal 9)c in (£(X, R)

if and only if (1), (2), and (3) obtain; zA is the family Z(9ïi) for a free maximal

ideal in 6(X, R) if and only if (1), (2), (3), and (4) obtain. Finally, if' zA is the

family Z(9Jc) for a free maximal ideal 9Jc, then (5) obtains; but the converse is

not in general true.

The present theorem is simply a translation of ideal properties into prop-

erties of sets. Let zA be a subfamily of Z(X) enjoying properties (1) and (2).

Let 21 be the set of all functions/ in @(X, R) such that Z(f)Evi- If / and g

are in 21, then we have Z(f+g)Z)Z(f2+g2) =Z(/)PiZ(g). In view of (1) and

(2), we find that/+g is in 21. Since the void set is not in zA, every function

in 21 vanishes at some point in X, and 21 must be a proper subset of S(X, R).

Next, if/G2I and \p is any function in (S(X, R), we have, obviously, Z(f\p)
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= Z(f)VJZ(\P)Z)Z(f); from (2), it follows that Z(f\p) is in zA, and hence that

fxf/ is in 21. 21 is therefore an ideal in 6(X, R). Conversely, given any ideal 3

in E(X, R), it is plain that the family Z(30 enjoys properties (1) and (2).

Next, suppose that the family zA enjoys properties (1), (2), and (3), and

consider the ideal 21 of all functions / in G(X, R) such that Z(f) EtA. If <t> is

any function not in 21, then Z(<p) is not in zA, and from (3) we infer that

Z(<p)C\Z(f) =0 for some/G2l. The function /2+c62 is positive throughout X

and accordingly possesses an inverse in 6(X, R). It follows that 21 has no

proper superideals and is therefore by definition maximal. On the other

hand, if 9JÎ is any maximal ideal in 6(X, R) and g is any function in Ê(X, R)

C\W, there are elements /GSDÎ and \pE£(X, R) such that f+gip = 1 ; hence

we find 0=Z(f+g4>)DZ(f)r\Z(gxp) =Z(f)r\(Z(g)\JZ(t))DZ(f)r\Z(g). Thus,
if Z(g) nonGZ(S)c), we have Z(f)C\Z(g) =0 for some Z(/)GZ(9K), and it fol-

lows that the family Z(£fJÎ) enjoys properties (1), (2), and (3). Property (4) is

merely a restatement of the definition of freeness for an ideal, and need not

detain us. Consider next the necessity of condition (5) for a free maximal

ideal. If 9JÎ is a free maximal ideal and B is a bicompact set such that B GZ(9J?),

then, for all A GZ(5Dic), BC\A is a nonvoid closed subset of B and is therefore

bicompact also. Since Z(9Jc) enjoys the finite intersection property, the

family {Br\A}, A running through all elements of Z(5T/c), likewise enjoys

this property; since B is bicompact, there is a point common to all of the sets

BC\A. This circumstance contradicts the original hypothesis that 50c is free.

To show that properties (1), (2), (3), and (5) do not suffice to characterize

families Z for free maximal ideals, consider the Cartesian product P\^\R\,

where A is uncountably infinite, and each R\ is a replica of R. It is easy to see

that any function in (S(Px£aPx, R) which vanishes at a point {fa} EP\^kR\

must vanish also on a closed set F containing jZxj such that F is homeo-

morphic to the whole space PxçaPx, which is obviously not compact. Hence

the fixed maximal ideal ffl of all functions in <E(Px^n.R\, R) vanishing at the

point {fa} has the property that Z(£D?) contains only non-compact sets.

The foregoing theorem completely elucidates the analogy between ultra-

filters and families Z(SDc), where ffl is a maximal ideal in 6(X, R). Every ultra-

filter enjoys property (1), is closed under the operation of adjoining arbitrary

supersets, and is maximal with regard to this property and property (1). Our

families Z(W) are thus ultrafilters restricted to the family Z(X).

Incidence of free maximal ideals may be described as follows.

Theorem 37. Let X be any completely regular space. An element f of S(X, R)

lies in some free maximal ideal if and only if Z(f) is non-bicompact.

The necessity of the condition stated has been established in Theorem 36

above. To prove that it is sufficient, let Z(f) be a non-bicompact subset of

X, and let JGxjxgA be an open covering of Z(f) admitting no finite subcover-

ing. For every point pEZ(f) and every X such that pEG\, let cpp,\ be a func-
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tion in 6(X, R) such that <pP,\(p) = 1, and cpp,\(q)=0 for all q in G{. Such

functions exist, by virtue of the complete regularity of X. The set of func-

tions f\J {<pp,\}, where p runs through all points of Z(f) and X through all

indices such that pEG\, generate a free ideal 3. 3 must be a proper ideal, as

well. If 3 is improper, then the relation l=gf+gi<bpiM+gi<pPz,\z+ • ■ ■

Jrgk<bPk,\k must obtain for appropriate (Xi, pi), ■ ■ • , (X*, pk) and functions

gi> • " • . gk, and g in 6(X, R). However, there is a point in Z(f) which lies

in (G-kiVJG-kAJ ■ ■ ■ UGxJ', and at this point the function gf+gi<pP1M+g2<PPiM

+ • • • -hgk<pPk,\k must vanish, contradicting the relation set forth above.

This proves that 3 is not the whole ring 6(X, R) ; by Zorn's lemma, it can be

proved that 3 is contained in a (free) maximal ideal, which must of course

contain /.

It is to be noted, finally, that maximal ideals in 6(X, R) are not necessar-

ily closed in the u-, k-, or ^-topologies for Ë(X, R). It is obvious that every

fixed maximal ideal 2RP is closed in all three topologies, while the following

simple example may be adduced to show that a free maximal ideal need be

closed in none of them. Let X be the space R, and let/„ be defined as follows:

/«(Z) = 1 for - » < t ^ n;

fn(t) = (n + 1) - Z for n < t g n + 1;

fn(t) = 0 forw+l<Z<+oo;

n is to be any natural number. The family of functions {/n}»-i generates a

free proper ideal in &(R, R), which may be imbedded in a free maximal

ideal SDÍ. Every u-, k-, and ^-neighborhood of the function e~* clearly contains

elements of 9JÎ, but e~' is not in aft, since e~' possesses the inverse function e'.

The m-topology, on the other hand, enjoys close connections with the max-

imal ideals in 6(X, R), which we now examine.

Theorem 38. Let X be any completely regular space. The m-closure of any

ideal 3 in S(X, R) is again an ideal in S(X, R).

Let/ and g be any elements of 3~ (throughout the present discussion the

closure operator in S(X, R) refers to the m-topology), and let UT(/+g) be an

arbitrary m-neighborhood of /+g. In view of Theorem 3, there exist neigh-

borhoods IL(/) and \Xp(g) such that /GU„(/) and |GUp(g) imply that/+|

GlL(/+g). Since/ and g are in 3~, it follows that UT(/+g) contains an ele-

ment /o+go, where /o and go, and hence /o+go, are in 3. It follows that

f+gE3~- If/ is in 3~, 4/ is any function in 6(X, R), and ILO//) is an arbi-
trary neighborhood of \pf, then as above there exists a neighborhood 1L(/)

such that/GU„(/) implies that #GU,(f/). We infer from this relation that

WES*, and hence that 3~ is an ideal in 6(X, R)(12).

Theorem 39. Every maximal ideal in 6(X, R) is m-closed.

(12) We note that Theorem 38 holds for any topological ring.
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If äft is a maximal ideal in 6(X, R), the closure 9ft~ of 90? must be either 2ft

itself or the ring 6(X, R), as Theorem 38 shows. If the latter contingency

should arise, then there would be elements of 2ft in every neighborhood of 1 ;

since 1 has an inverse, and the set of elements with inverse is open in S(X, R),

it would follow that 2ft contains an element with inverse. This is impossible

if 2ft is to be a proper ideal, and 2ft-= 2ft remains as the only possibility.

Theorem 40. Let A be any nonvoid subset of the completely regular space X.

Then the set of all functions vanishing on A is an m-closed ideal in S(X, R).

This theorem follows immediately from the preceding result and the fact

that the set of functions vanishing on A is the intersection UPgA_2ftj,.

It is an open question to identify all of the m-closed ideals in Ë(X, R). It

is conjectured that an ideal in 6(X, R) is m-closed if and only if it is the inter-

section of maximal ideals in S(X, R) ; but we have not succeeded in finding

either a proof of or a counter-example to this conjecture.

5. Quotient fields of rings 6(X, R). We turn now to a discussion of those

fields which are homomorphic images of rings &(X, R).

Definition 11. Let X be a completely regular space and let 2ft be a maxi-

mal ideal in 6(X, R). If the quotient field S(X, P)/2ft is isomorphic to R,

the ideal 2ft is said to be a real ideal. If S(X, P)/2ft fails to be isomorphic to R

and contains P. as a proper subfield, then 2ft is said to be a hyper-real ideal^

Theorem 4L // 2ft is a maximal ideal in S(X, R), then the quotient field

(S(X, P)/2ft is an ordered field containing R as a subfield, and every maximal

ideal is therefore either real or hyper-real. Every fixed maximal ideal 2ft P is real,

satisfying the relation W.p(f)=f(p), for every /Gß(X, P)(13). // X is pseudo-

compact, then every maximal ideal in 6(X, R) is real; if X is not pseudo-compact,

there exist hyper-real ideals in S(X, R).

We commence the present proof by displaying an order relation in

(S(X, R)/m. In the sequel, we shall designate the quotient field (S(X, P)/2ft

by the symbol Sg», in cases where no ambiguity arises. Let / be an arbitrary

element of E(X, R); let P(f) denote the set E[p; pEX, /(¿)^0]; and let

N(f) denote the setE[p; pEX,f(p)^0\. Clearly, P(f)i~\N(f) is the set Z(f).
We now define the order relation in Ssm: 2ft(/) is positive (2ft(/) >0) if and

only if P(f) is in Z(2ft) and Z(f) is not in Z(2ft) ; 2ft(/) is negative (2ft(/) <0) if
and only if N(f) is in Z(üft) and Z(f) is not in Z(2ft). Under these definitions,

the following statements are true:

(1) precisely one of the relations 2ft(/) >0, 2ft(/) =0, 2ft(f) <0, obtains;

(2) 3ft(/) >0and 2ft(g) >0 imply that 2ft(/) +Sft(g) >0 and Sft(/) • 3ft(g) >0.
It is clear that 9ft(/) =0 if and only if Z(/)GZ(2ft). If P(f) and A(/) are

both in Z(9ft), then Z(f)=P(f)C\N(f) is in Z(2ft), and 2ft(f) is 0. Hence, if

(13) The symbol Wl(f) denotes, as above, the image of / in the homomorphism defined by

the ideal 2K.
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2ft(/) is notO, 2ft(/) cannot be both positive and negative. Since P(f) is equal

to Z(|/| -/) and N(f) is equal to Z(|/| +/), and since 0 = (|/| -/)(|/| +/) is

in 2ft, it follows that at least one of the functions |/| —/ and |/| +/ is in 2ft,

2ft being a prime ideal since it is maximal. As we have remarked, if/ nonG2ft,

then at least one of the functions |/| —/, |/| -\-f must fail to be in 2ft; hence

statement (1) is established. To prove (2), we observe that 2ft(/) is positive

if and only if f(p) is positive for all pEA, where A is a set in Z(2ft). For, if

2ft(/) is positive, then we have P(f) GZ(2ft) but Z(f) nonGZ(2ft). Since 2ft is
maximal, there exists a set Z(g) GZ(2ft) such that Z(f)C\Z(g) =0. On the other

hand, we have Z(g)nP(/)GZ(2ft), and it follows that f(p) is positive for all

pEZ(g)C\P(f). Furthermore, if/is positive throughout a set A in Z(2ft), it

is true that P(f) contains A and hence P(f) is in Z(2ft). Since Z(f)C\A is

void, it cannot be true that Z(/)GZ(2ft), and consequently 2ft(/) is positive.

Similarly, 2ft(/) is negative if and only if / is negative throughout a set A

which is in Z(2ft). Statement (2) is obvious after these observations: iîf(p) is

positive for all pEA and g(p) is positive for all pEB, where A and B are

elements of Z(2ft), then f(p) + g(p) and f(p)-g(p) are positive for all pEAC\B,

which is again an element of Z(2ft). Let a be the constant function in 6(X, R)

with value aER- It is clear that 2ft(a) is positive if and only if a is positive.

Likewise, it is clear that W(ai)^2ft(a2) if aiT^cti. The homomorphism 2ft is

therefore an isomorphism carrying the field of constant functions onto R; as

such, it must be the identity, and we have 2ft(a) =a, for all aER- It follows

that i?C62ft.
Using standard terminology from the literature on ordered fields (see [4]

and [5]), we say that an element a of an ordered field F is infinitely large if

the inequality a > n ■ 1 obtains for all natural numbers n, and that a is infi-

nitely small if the inequalities 0<a<w_1-1 obtain for all natural numbers n.

An element/of S(X, R) has a real image a under 2ft if and only if Z(f—a)

is in Z(2ft). Furthermore, R has no proper Archimedean ordered superfields.

(See VDW, pp. 218-227.) It follows that Esb is isomorphic to R if and only

if Ssdî contains no infinitely large elements. Now we have 2ft(/)>«l if and

only if 2ft(/—n) is positive, which circumstance is equivalent to the relation

f(p)>n for all p in some set A belonging to Z(2ft). Thus 2ft(/) can be in-

finitely large only if/ is unbounded, so that for a pseudo-compact space T,

we have S(P, i?)/2ft isomorphic to R for all 2ft. On the other hand, if X is

not pseudo-compact, and if <p is an unbounded function in ß(X, R), then

there is a maximal ideal 2ft in 6(X, R) with respect to which | <p \ is infinitely

large. Denote P(|c/>| — (w+1)), the set on which the relation^(f)è» + l ob-

tains, by An. It is clear that the family {^„j^.! enjoys the finite intersection

property and also has total intersection void. A simple argument utilizing the

well-ordering principle shows that the family {.4n} "_i may be imbedded in a

superfamily W such that: (1) Ö^CZ(X); (2) W enjoys the finite intersection

property; (3) BEW, CGZ(X), and CDB imply that CEW; (4) ZGZ(X)
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and Z nonG^ imply that ZC\W = 0 for some WEW. The details of this

construction may be left to the reader. In view of Theorem 36, it may be

asserted that there is a maximal ideal 2ft in 6(X, R) such that Z(2ft) =W.

The element 2ft(|c/>| ) is infinitely large in 6a», since |c/>(£)| >n for all pEA„,

and An is an element of Z(2ft). It follows from our previous remarks that Êsm

is a proper superfield of R; and this completes the present proof.

We proceed to a closer examination of properties common to all fields

6ïu, along with examples of individual peculiarities.

Theorem 42. If X is any completely regular space and 2ft is any maximal

ideal in E(X, R), then 6aj¡ is a real-closed field. If Sa» is hyper-real, then Sajj has

degree of transcendency at least 2^° over R. If i denotes an element satisfying the

equation x2-fT =0, then (5g»(í) is algebraically closed. If X contains a countable

dense subset, then (Ew(i) is isomorphic to K.

For definitions of the terms formally real and real-closed, see VDW, p. 235.

It is proved in [4] that a field is formally real if and only if it can be ordered.

Consequently, the field Eg« is formally real, a fact easily demonstrable by

direct arguments. For, assume that there are functions /i, f2, ■ ■ ■ , fn in

6(X, R) such that 2ft(/i)2 + 2ft(/2)2+ ■ ■ • + 2ft(/n)2=-l. Then we have

Sn(/1+/i+ • • • +/£ + l)=0,sothat/2+/2+ • ■ • +/Î+1 is an element of 2ft.

However, (/1+/2+ ' ■ ' +/n + l)-1 clearly exists, so that we are presented

with an immediate contradiction. To prove that Ë«œ is real-closed, it suffices

to show that (1) every positive element in Ssoj has a square root, and (2) every

polynomial of odd degree in the polynomial ring 69»[x] has a root. (For a

proof that these conditions imply real closure, see [4, pp. 89-90, Satz 3a and

Satz 4].) Condition (1) is easily verified for 6gj¡. If 2ft(/) is a non-negative

element of ßsrc, then we have P(f) GZ(2ft), and since Z(max(/, 0) —/) is equal

to P(f), it follows that max (/, 0)=/ (mod 2ft). Like every non-negative

function in S(X, R), the function max (/, 0) has a non-negative square root

(max (/, 0))1'2;and it is obvious that (2ft(max (/, 0)1'2)2) = 2ft(/). Hence 2ft(/)

has a non-negative square root.

To establish the validity of condition (2) in 6gn, we first prove a "funda-

mental theorem of algebra" in (S(X, R). Let p(x) =f2n+ix2n+1-\-f2nx2n-\- ■ ■ ■

+/1X+/0 be any polynomial with coefficients in 6(X, R) such that/2„+i van-

ishes nowhere. Then there is a function ci>o in Ê(X, R) such that p(<£o)=0.

Since /2„+i vanishes nowhere, the function f2n\i exists, and we may, by con-

sidering the polynomial/2ñ+iti(x), suppose that/2„+i is 1. For each pEX, the

polynomial p(x) becomes merely a polynomial with real coefficients and of

odd degree: x2n+1+f2n(p)x2n+ ■ ■ ■ +fi(p)x+fo(p). This equation has a non-

void set of real roots, cpo(p), 4>i(P), ' * ' 1 4>m(p), where the natural number m

depends upon p; we choose our notation in such a way that the inequalities

<po(p) è<pi(P) è ■ ■ ■ ú<pm(p) obtain. We now define the function <p0 on X as

assuming the value <po(p) for all pEX. It is easy to see that the function
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c/>o is a continuous function of the coefficients /0, fi, ■ ■ ■ , f2n (in the obvious

sense) ; since these functions are continuous throughout X, it follows at once

that c£o is in g(X, R).

Returning to ßarc, we consider any polynomial of odd degree with coeffi-

cients in <Ssrc: p(x)=2ft(/2n+i)x2"+1 + 2ft(/2n)x2"+ ' • ■ + 2ft(/i)x+2ft(/o), where

2ft(/2„+i) is not zero. As before, we may suppose that 2ft(/2n+i) is 1. The equa-

tion x2n+1-t-/27.x2n+ • • • +/i*+/o has a root c/>o in S(X, R), as we have seen,

and it follows at once that 2ft(ci>o) is a root of the equation p(x)=0 in 6sm.

This observation completes the proof that ©am is real-closed.

We now consider those fields (San which contain the field R as a proper

subfield. It is plain from the developments of Theorem 41 that (San is hyper-

real if and only if there is an element <p E 6(X, R) such that 2ft(</>) is infinitely

large. We may clearly suppose that <Z> is non-negative throughout X. Since

2ft(c/>) is infinitely large, it must be true that P(<p — n) is in Z(2ft) for all natural

numbers n. We now consider the family of functions {ea*2}, where a runs

through all the elements of R; and shall show that the elements 2ft(c°*!) are

all algebraically independent over R in ßgjj. If we assume the contrary, we

find that some polynomial with real coefficients p(ui, u2, ■ ■ ■ , Uk), in the in-

determinatesMi, u2, ■ ■ ■ , uk, vanishes when 2ft(ea'*2), 2ft(e"""O, • • • , 2ft(ea*','2)

are substituted for Mi, M2, • ■ • , uk. Any monomial part of this polynomial may

be reduced in the following way:

t-W(ea^2)mi-'m.(ea^2)n"- ■ ■ ■m(ea"i'2)mk = i-f(rwi*!)-l(«"""*!) ' ■ ■ 2ft(emt0*'i'2)

= z ■2ft(c'*™iai+m2a2"i" ■ ■+m*a*'*2).

It is thus clear that the equality ^^(e"1*2), • ■ • , 2ft(ea**2))=0 is equivalent

to

2ft(Z,e<3'*2 + he^2 + • • • + tne»"*2) = 0,

for appropriately selected real numbers h, ■ ■ ■ , tn and ßi, • ■ ■ , ßn. If we set

/= E?=iZ¿e"<*2, we clearly have/G2ft and Z(f) GZ(2ft). Suppose that the num-

bers ßi, ß2, ■ ■ ■ , ßn have been so arranged that ßi<ß2< ■ ■ ■ <ßn- We next

define a new function g, which depends upon ßn. If ßn is positive, then g is

equal to t„f. If ßn is non-positive, then g is equal to Z„e(~0»+1)/. It is clear that

gG2ft, and it is also clear that g is a function of the form iie^^+^e72'*

+ • • • -\-sneyn't' , where yn and sn are positive real numbers and 7i<72

< • • • <7n- It is a fact familiar from elementary analysis that the function

(in S(P, R)) h(t) = SiC^2-{-SiC^2-\- • ■ ■ +s„eynt2 approaches + 00 as Z—»«.

Hence there is a natural number re0 such that h(t)>0 for all Z such that

Z23ïwo. If«' is any natural number greater than («o)1/2, then Z(g)C\P(\<p\

-«')=0. Since Z(g)GZ(2ft) and P(|<f>| -w')GZ(2ft), however, the equality

Z(g)C\P(\(p\ — n') =0 cannot obtain, it being at variance with known proper-

ties of Z(2ft). The assumption that M(eai't'2), M(ea^2), ■ ■ ■ , M(eak^2) are

algebraically dependent must accordingly be rejected; and we have shown
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that 6an must have degree of transcendency at least 2^° over R.

To verify the last statement of the present theorem, let X be any com-

pletely regular space containing a countable dense subset. It is well known

that in this case | S(X, R)\ is 2^°, and consequently | Egn| is 2^°. Accordingly,

6an is either R itself or a real-closed extension of R having degree of trans-

cendency 2^° over R and hence over the rational field as well. If San is R,

then (San(*) is K, by definition. If (Sarc is an extension of R, then 6ar¡(¿) is an

algebraically closed field (see VDW, p. 237, Satz 3) having degree of trans-

cendency 2^° over its prime subfield. By a celebrated theorem of Steinitz

[25], it follows that 6an(*) is isomorphic to K.

We also note that 6(X, A)/2ft is algebraically closed and that G(X, A)/2ft

is isomorphic to A if X contains a countable dense subset. In certain special

cases, we can establish further interesting properties for San.

Theorem 43. Let X be a Hausdorff space which is locally bicompact and

which can be represented as a union ^2ñ=\Bn, where each subspace Bn is bicom-

pact in its relative topology(u). Let M be any hyper-real ideal in (S(X, R) and

let {tn}ñ-i be any countable subset of San- Then there exists an element u of (San

such that u>tnfor n — i, 2, 3, • • • .

It is well known that X must be a completely regular space. We next ob-

serve that X= En-i^"' where AnEA'n+'i and An is bicompact (w = l, 2, 3,

• • • ). First, let Cn= E"-i-^>- It is clear that C„ is bicompact. For every point

pECi, choose a neighborhood V(p) (in X) such that V~(p) is bicompact; and

select a finite covering V(pi), V(p2), ■ • ■ , V(pm) of &. Yet Ai= Ei-i^-^)-

Let the bicompact set Ai*JC2 be imbedded similarly in a set E"_i V~(Qí) =A2.

Continuing this process by an obvious finite induction, we find that every

An is bicompact, that AnGAñ+'i (n=\, 2, 3, • ■ ■ ), and that X= En»i^4„.

We observe next that the sets An and ^4^+i are completely separated

(n = \, 2, 3, • ■ ■ ). Since we have AnEAn+i, there exists, for an arbitrary

point pEAn, a function fp in S(X, R) such that fp(p) =2 and fp(q) =0 for all

<zG^4n+i- Since/p is continuous, there exists a neighborhood UP of p such that

fp(q)>\ for all qEUp. Since An is bicompact, we find that there is a finite

subset pi, pi, • • • , pm of An such that ~Yjt-iUPi covers An- It follows that the

function f = max (/«,/», ■ • ■ >/*„) is greater than unity throughout An and

is zero throughout An+it which fact shows that An and -4¿+i are completely

separated.

Returning to our main assertion, we may suppose without loss of gener-

ality that all of the elements tu t2, Z3, • • • , Z„, ■ • • are infinitely large in San

and the inequalities Zi<Z2<Z3< • • • <Z„< • • • obtain. We now consider func-

tions /i, f2, /3, •••,/„,•• •   in S(X, R) such that 2ft(/„) =tn; since 2ft(|/„| )

(") Typical examples of spaces satisfying these conditions are No and Euclidean »¡-space,

m being any natural number.
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= |2ft(/n)| =2ft(/n), we may suppose that all of the functions /„ are non-

negative. We seek a function <p in 6(X, R) such that 2ft(<6) >2ft(/„), for all n;

such a function will certainly yield an upper bound for the set {zB}n-i- We

construct the desired function <p by the following process. Let the function

(pi be defined as/i + 1. Let \pn be a function in 6(X, R) such that ipn(p) =0 for

all pEAi, ti2(p) = l for all pEA{, and 0^iM¿>)ál for a11 PEX. Defining
the function <p2 as fi-\-ipi2f2-\-\, we find that c/>2 is equal to/i + l on Ai and is

equal to/i+/2 + l on A{. Let 1/^4 be a function in @(X, R) such that \pn(p) =0

for all pEAs, \p^(p) = 1 for all pEAl, and 0 ̂ h*(P) ^ 1 for all pEX. Let the
function (pi be defined as fa+foif». It is plain that c/>3=/i+l on Ai, that

08=/i+/2+l on A3f~\A2, and that c/>3=/i+/2+/3 + l on Al. Continuing this

construction by an inductive process, we find that a function </>„ can be de-

fined for every natural number n such that:

4>n = /i+ 1 on   Ai;

<f>n=/i + /2+l on    AíHAí;

<Pn = /1 + ft +•■•+/.•+ 1     on    Au-ir\A'ti-i (i = 2, 3, • • • ,n - 2);

4>n - /1 + f» +•••+/»+ 1     on   A2n-i-

If we let c/) = limn^0O c/>„, it is clear that c/> is an element of Ë(X, R) and that </>

is not less than/1+/2+ ■ ■ • +/» + l throughout A2n_2. Since ^4„ is bicompact,

Z(2ft) must contain, for every natural number n, a set Zn contained in Añ ■

For, if every Z in Z(2ft) had nonvoid intersection with some An¡¡, then the

intersection XlzGZ(3n)(^4n0'^Z) would be nonvoid, in contradiction to our

hypothesis that 2ft is a hyper-real and therefore free ideal. Thus, for an

arbitrary natural number n, there is a set Z in Z(2ft) such that ZC^42»-2- On

this set Z, the function c/> — /„ is positive, and therefore we have 2ft(c/>) > 2ft(/„).

Setting M = 2ft(c/>), we have a proof of the present theorem.

The questions naturally arise as to what functions in 6(X, R) always

have non-real images in quotient fields S(ít¡), where 2ft is a hyper-real ideal in

S(X, R), and what functions always have real images in such quotient fields.

We obtain answers to both of these queries, as follows.

Theorem 44. Let X be a non-pseudo-compact completely regular space. A

function f in Ë(X, R) has the property that 9ft(/) is non-real for every free ideal

Win S(X, R) if and only if every setE[p; pEX,f(p) =a] is bicompact, where a

is an arbitrary real number. The function f has the property that 2ft(/) is non-real

for some maximal ideal 2ft in 6(X, R) if and only if there is a countable closed

subset {pn}n-i of X, discrete in its relative topology, such that f(pn)^£f(pm) for

m^n.

The first equivalence enunciated in the present theorem is evident in the

light of Theorems 36 and 4L We accordingly proceed directly to the second.
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If 2ft(/) is non-real for some maximal ideal 2ft in (S(X, R), then there are two

possibilities: 2ft(/) is infinitely large or 2ft(/) is not infinitely large. In the

former case, we merely need to select a strictly monotonie increasing se-

quence of real numbers, {z„j"_i, such that lim„^M Z„=+oo, such that

f(pn) =tn, for some pnEX (n= 1, 2, 3, ■ • • ). The latter case can be reduced

to the former very simply. If 2ft(/) is non-real and not infinitely large, then

there exists a real number a such that (2ft(/) — a) is infinitely small. (See

Theorem 46 below for a proof of this fact.) It is plain that (2ft(/) —a)-1

is infinitely large; and we may apply the argument used in the former case.

On the other hand, suppose that / satisfies the condition stated above

for some set {pn}ñ-i- We may evidently exclude the possibility that/(£„„) =0

for some wo. Let Fn be defined as E [p ; pEX, f(p) =f(pn) ], and let Kn be de-

fined as E™-» Fi (n=l, 2, 3, ■ • • ). It can be proved that each set Kn is a

Z-set, the argument used being identical with that set forth in the proof of

Theorem 49 below. It is obvious that each set Kn is non-compact. By a simple

application of the well-ordering principle, one can show that there exists a

maximal ideal 2ft such that Z(2ft) contains all of the sets Kn. It is evident that

2ft(/) is non-real in g(X, P)/2ft.
6. Relations between 6(X, R) and E*(X, R). We now proceed to a com-

parison of maximal ideals in S(X, R) and 6*(X, R) and to a new construction

for ßX.

Theorem 45. Let X be a completely regular space, and let 2ft* be any maximal

ideal in 6*(X, R). Let S (2ft*) be the family of all sets N(\f\ — e) (where f runs

through all the elements of 2ft* and t runs through the set of all positive real num-

bers) together with all sets Z(f), where /G2ft* and Z(f) is nonvoid. Then there

exists a unique maximal ideal 2)? in (S(X, R) such that Z(2ft) =S (2ft*) ; for all

/G6*(X, R), f is an element of 2ft* if and only if 2ft(/) is 0 or is infinitely small
in (San- Conversely, if 2ft is any maximal ideal in ß(X, R), then the set 21 of ele-

ments /GË*(X, R) such that N(\f\ — e)GZ(2ft) for all positive real numbers e

constitutes a maximal ideal in ß*(X, R). If 2Î is an arbitrary maximal ideal in

6(X, R), then 2îrMS*(X, R) is contained in precisely one maximal ideal of

S*(X, R), and 5ftn6*(X, R) is a maximal ideal in 6*(X, R) if and only if 2Î

is a real ideal.

The first assertion will be established by showing that S (2ft*) enjoys the

properties (1), (2), and (3) listed in Theorem 36. First, S (2ft*) does not con-

tain the void set. If/G2ft*, then/-1 does not exist in 6*(X, R), and, for every

positive real number e, there must be a point pEX such that \f(p)\ <e.

Next, if /i, /2G2ft* and ei, e2 are positive real numbers, we find that

A(max (|/i|, |/,|)-min (ei, e2))CA(|/i| -€l)rüV(|/,| -e2). Since |/| G2ft*

if/G2ft* (see [26, p. 457, Theorem 76]), it follows that max (/i,/2) «(|/i-/»|

+fi+f2)/2 is in 2ft* whenever/i,/2G2ft*. Therefore the intersection of any

two elements of S (2ft*) contains a third element of S (2ft*). We next observe
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that if AES(M*), BEZ(X), and B^A, then 5GS(2ft*). For, if Z(g)=B,
and A=N(\f\ — e), for some/G2ft*, gE&*(X, R), and positive real number

e, then/gG2ft*, and Z(fg)=Z(f)VZ(g)=Z(f)VB=B. It is therefore proved
that BES (2ft*) and that S (2ft*) enjoys properties (1) and (2) of Theorem 36.

To show that S (2ft*) enjoys property (3) of Theorem 36, we make use of

the maximally of 2ft*. Suppose that A non GS (2ft*) and that A =Z(g), for

some gE&*(X, R). Since A nonGS (2ft*), g nonG2ft*, and consequently there

are functions c/>G2ft* and \pE&*(X, R) such that <p-\-\(/g=l. Since g vanishes

on A, (p(p) = l for all pEA, and the set A(|ci>| —3/4), which is an element of

S (2ft*), is disjoint from A. We have thus proved that S (2ft*) possesses prop-

erties (1), (2), and (3) of Theorem 36, and we infer from that theorem the

existence of a (necessarily unique) maximal ideal 2ft in C(X, R) such that

Z(2ft)=S(2ft*).
Suppose next that/G2ft*. Then there are two possibilities: Z(/)GS (2ft*),

or A( |/| — e) GS (2ft*) for every positive real number e while Z(f) non GS (2ft*).

If Z(/)GS (2ft*), then 2ft(/) =0. If A(|/| -e)GS (2ft*), for every positive real

number e, then P(e- |/| )GZ(2ft), and 2ft(|/| ) = | 2ft(/) | must be infinitely

small in (San- Conversely, suppose that | 2ft(/) [ is infinitely small or zero in ©an-

If |2R(/)| =0,then Z(/)GZ(2ft) =S (2ft*), and/G2ft*. If |2ft(/)| is infinitely
small, there must exist, for every positive real number e, a set A GZ(2ft) such

that P(e-\f\)Z)A. This implies that A(|/| -e)GZ(2ft); hence A(|/| -e)

GS(2ft*), and/G2ft*.
The next statement of the theorem is easily verified. If/ and g are in the

set 21, and if e is any positive real number, then A(|/| —e/2) and A(| g| — e/2)

are in Z(2ft), and A(|/+g| -e)DA(|/| -e/2)r\N(\f\ -e/2); hencef+g is in
21. If xp is an arbitrary function different from 0 in E*(X, R), and if

A(|/|-e-||^||-1)GZ(2ft), then N(\xpf\ -e) is in Z(2ft), since A(|i//| -e)

DA(|/| -ell^ll-1). Thus we find that <//G2i. 21 is hence an ideal in S*(X, R).
To prove that 21 is maximal, select any function <p in E*(X, R) which is not

in 21. There exist positive real numbers e and e' and a function 4>' in 21 such

thatA(|cf>| -e)rW(|<i>'| -e') =0. The function c/>2-hf>'2 thus has greatest lower

bound not less than min (e2, e'2), and the function

'V + W     V*2 + w
is identically 1 ; since g is in the ideal generated by c6 and 21, it is clear that 21 is

a maximal ideal in 6*(X, R).

The final statements of the present theorem follow as direct conse-

quences of our preceding remarks. If 2Î is any maximal ideal in ß(X, R), then

2cng*(X, R) is the set of all functions/ in (£*(X, R) such that Z(/)GZ(2ft).

Clearly this set of functions forms a (proper) ideal in 6*(X, R) ; by Zorn's

lemma, it can be extended to be a maximal ideal in 6*(X, R). Any such

maximal extension ¿p* must contain all the elements gE&*(X, R) such that
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^(|g| — e)GZ(2ft) for all positive real numbers e. If any such g were not in

§*, then the set of functions of the form /g + A, where / runs through all

elements of Ê*(X, R) and h runs through all elements of §*, would be a

proper extension of £>*. On the other hand, we have already seen that §* is a

maximal ideal in E*(X, R). The final remark of the present theorem is

obvious: if 21 is a real ideal in S(X, R), then there are no infinitely small

elements in 6?î; consequently there are no elements in S*(X, R) with,

-W(|/| —e)EZ(3l) (for all positive real numbers e) except those for which

Z(/)GZ(2Î). The converse is also obvious.

We now prove a theorem stated but not proved in detail by Gelfand and

Kolmogoroff [12].

Theorem 46. Let X be any completely regular space, and let Vît be the set of

all maximal ideals in S(X, R). Then if Vît is topologized in accordance with the

definition set forth in Theorem 10, Vît is homeomorphic to ßX.

As in Theorem 9, letX be the set of all fixed ideals in Vît. The proofs that

Vît is a bicompact 7\-space containingX as a dense subset and thatX is homeo-

morphic to X in its relative topology may be carried over from Theorem 9

with only notational changes. We accordingly need only to prove that every

function in 6*(X, R) can be continuously extended over Vît. To do this, we

first observe that if/GÊ*(X, R) and 2ftG^, then there is a unique real num-

ber 2ft*(/) such that | 2ft(/) -2ft*(/) | is infinitely small or 0 in Eg«. If 2ft(/) is

real, then we take 2ft*(f) = 2ft(/) ; our assertion is obviously true in this case. If

2ft(/) is not real, we can still assert that 2ft(/) is not infinitely large, since there

is a positive real number a such that al%f(p) ^ — a for all pEX. These in-

equalities imply that 2ft(a) =a^2ft(/) ^2ft(— a) = — a (these inequalities in

San). We define 2ft*(/) as the real number sup [/3;/3g2ft(/)] (inequality in Ean).

To show that | 2ft(f) -2ft*(/)| is infinitely small, we remark that 2ft(/)-2ft*(/)

^0; if 2ft(/) —2ft*(/) were not infinitely small, there would be a positive real

number Ô such that 2ft(/)-2ft*(/)-5>0. Then we should have 2ft(/)>2ft*(/)

-\-b, which contradicts our definition of 2ft*(/). The number 2ft*(/) is unique,

since if «i and a2 are real numbers such that | 2ft(/) —«i| and 2ft(/) —«2! are

both infinitely small, then \ai-a2\ = | (2ft(/)-ai) + (a2-2ft(/) Ú | 2ft(/)-ai|

+ | 2ft(/) — «21 ; and consequently |ai — a2| is infinitely small; this of course

implies that ai = cti.

If q> is any function in fë*(X, R) (we regard the spaces X andX as identical)

we extend (p throughout all of Vît by the definition c6(2ft) =2ft*(c/>). To prove

the continuity of (p at an arbitrary point WoEVît, we have, as in the proof of

Theorem 9, two cases.

Case I: c6(2fto)=0. Let e be any positive real number, and let

/=min (\(f>\, e)-e;then 2fto(/)=min (2fto(|c/>| ), e) -e= | 2Ro(c6)| -e. This ele-

ment of (San cannot be zero, since | 2fto(c6) | is infinitely small. Hence ,U/(2fto) is

an open set in Vît containing 2fto. If mEVf(M0), then 2ft(/) =min (| 2ft(c/>) |, e)
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— e^O, and hence we have | 2ft(c6) | <e. This means of course thatc/>(2ft) = 2ft*(c/>)

must be less than e in absolute value. Hence <f> is continuous at 2fto.

Case II: c6(2fto)?£0. In this event, the function \p=(p—(p(W.o) has the

property that i^(2fto) =0; we effect in this way a reduction to Case I. Since \p

is continuous at 2fto, and since <p differs from \p only by a constant, it follows

that (p is continuous at 2fto. This observation completes the proof.

If we consider the infinite discrete space A„ of cardinal number fc$„, and

apply Theorems 46, 36, and 26, we obtain the following interesting theorem.

Theorem 47. There are exactly 22^" ultra-filters on a set of cardinal number

Our next result identifies the closed Gs's in ßX by algebraic means.

Theorem 48. Let X be an arbitrary completely regular space, and let ßX

be considered as the space Vît of all maximal ideals in 6(X, R). The closed Gs's

in ßX are precisely the sets S/ = E[2ft; ffîEVît, \ 2ft(/)| is infinitely small or 0],

/ being an arbitrary element of S(X, R).

Since Vît is bicompact, it is normal ; and in a normal space, the closed Gs's

are simply the Z-sets. Thus the closed Gs's in Vit = ßX are simply the subsets

of Vît on which continuous real-valued functions on Vît vanish. But all of these

functions are, by the preceding theorem, extensions of functions in 6(X, R) ;

and these extensions vanish on just those maximal ideals 2ft in ßX for which

1 2ft(/) |  is infinitely small or zero.

Cech has proved (see [7, p. 835]) that every closed Gs in ßX — X has

cardinal number not less than 2^°, X being an arbitrary completely regular

space. We find it possible to strengthen this result, obtaining, indeed, the

best possible estimate for the cardinal numbers of such sets.

Theorem 49. Let X be a completely regular space, and let A be a nonvoid

closed Gs in ßX such that AEßX — X. Then the inequality \A\ 2:22t<0 obtains;

and for appropriate choice of X and A, the equality holds.

Since X is dense in ßX and since A is contained in ßX — X, it is clear that

A can contain no nonvoid open subset; in particular, the set A is not open.

From Theorem 48, it is clear that A may be considered as the set of all

maximal ideals 2ft in Vît for which | 2ft(/) | is infinitely small or zero, / being

some function in 6*(X, R) ; equivalently, A=Z(f), for some/ in ß*(/3X, R).

Replacing/by its absolute value if necessary, we suppose throughout the rest

of the present proof that / is non-negative. Since A is not an open set, every

set E[p; pEßX, f(p) <l/n] must contain points other than those in A ; and,

since X is dense in ßX, the sets E[p; pEßX,f(p) <l/re] must contain points

lying in X (w = l, 2, 3, • • • ). Since Z(f) =A, and ^4C|8X—X, it is clear that

/ vanishes nowhere on X. We may thus select points pa, pi, pi, • ■ • EX and

find positive real numbers  {tn}ñ-o with these properties : f(pn) = t„, Z„>Z„+i
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(m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), and lim„^„ Z„ = 0. We next choose sequences of real num-

bers {«„Inland {ènlnlisuch that Z„_i>an>Z„>ô„>an+i,for» = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ -,

and define the set Bn as E[p; pEX, an=^f(p) l^bn]. We now consider an arbi-

trary sequence of strictly increasing natural numbers, {«i}£=i> and turn our

attention to the set E*-i Bnk. It will be observed that this set is non-com-

pact; for if it were compact, then the function / would vanish for some point

in X. We assert that every set E*-i B"k ls in tne family Z(X), proving this

assertion for the case nk = k. (The general case is proved by exactly the same

method.) Let \po be defined as max (/, oi) — ax: clearly Z(\f/0)=E[p; pEX,

f(p) :£ai]. For n = 1, 2, 3, • • • , let c6„ and \¡/n be the following functions:

<t>n = bn — min (/, ¿>„) ; \pn = max (/, an+i) — ff«+i.

It is plain that Z((pn)=E[p; pEX, f(p)l>bn] and that Z(\pn)=E[p; pEX,
f(p) ikan+i\. The function (p=\po-\- E"-i <t>tfpk clearly has the property that

Z(c/>) = E"=i-^fc' and is obviously continuous. From Theorem 47, we see

that there are 22t<0 families J\ having total intersection void (where X runs

through an index class A of cardinal number 22N°) of subsets of any countably

infinite set such that (1) each J\ consists only of infinite sets, (2) each J\

enjoys the finite intersection property, (3) each 7x contains all supersets of all

of its members, (4) each J\ is maximal with respect to the properties (1), (2),

and (3). From (l)-(4) inclusive we readily infer: (5) for Xi?^, there are sets

PxiG/xi and Px2G7x2 such that F\li^F\2 = 0. We may apply these considera-

tions directly to the countable set whose elements are Bi, B2, Bz, • • • . There

are 22l<0 families of sets Ç\, each Ç\ being a family of sets each of the form

Es°-i-^»*> such that the families Ç all enjoy properties (l)-(5) inclusive.

Each Ç\ thus forms a family Z(3x) for a free proper ideal 3x in (S(X, R).

The ideal 3x can be imbedded in a maximal ideal, 2ftx, in 6(X, R). On account

of (5), the 2ftx's are all distinct. The function/is infinitely small with respect

to all of the ideals 2ftx- It follows that A, considered as a subset of Vît, must

contain all of the maximal ideals 2ftx- This observation completes the present

proof, except for the presentation of an example. Consider the spaces A0 and

0AO, where we take A0 to be the positive integers. Let/be that function on A0

such that f(n) = \/n. The function / is continuous on Ao and hence can be

continuously extended over /3Ao. On the bicompact space ßNa, this exten-

sion must vanish; as it can vanish only for points in ßNo — No, we are pre-

sented with a closed Gs in ßNo — No. Since the cardinal number of ßNo is 22 °,

it follows that / vanishes on a closed Gs in ßNo — Ao having cardinal number

precisely 22 °.

We may remark that there is no upper limit on the cardinal number of

closed Gj's in ßX — X, for appropriately chosen completely regular spaces X.

If X is a normal space containing a closed subset B of cardinal number Sa

which is discrete in its relative topology, then ßX — X contains at least one

closed Gs having cardinal number 22ÍV
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7. Ç-spaces. It was proved in Part I that the study of rings Ë*(X, R)

may be confined to the case in which X is a bicompact Hausdorff space.

This arises from the fact that with every completely regular space, there is

associated the unique bicompact Hausdorff space ßX having the property

that (E*(X, R) and (S*(/3X, R) are algebraically isomorphic. In the present

section, we shall demonstrate that an analogous category of spaces exists

relative to rings 6(X, R). These spaces, which we have called Q-spaces, are

characterized by no topological property so simple as bicompactness; indeed,

their description may be considered somewhat recondite. Furthermore, we

find that the class of Q-spaces is very extensive, including but not exhausted

by the families of all separable metric spaces, all bicompact spaces, and all

discrete spaces. The failure to obtain a severe restriction on the spaces to be

considered is counterpoised by the fact that the very diversification of

Q-spaces makes rings S(X, R) much more powerful instruments than rings

(S*(X, R) for the study of topological properties of a completely regular

space X.

We commence with a definition of our new family of spaces.

Definition 12. A completely regular space X is said to be a Q-space if

every free maximal ideal in 6(X, R) is hyper-real.

To identify the class of Q-spaces by purely topological properties, we intro-

duce another definition.

Definition 13. A subfamily zA of the family Z(X), where X is a com-

pletely regular space, is said to be Z-maximal if A enjoys the finite inter-

section property and no proper superfamily of zA included in Z(X) does so.

It is easy to characterize Q-spaces in terms of Z-maximality.

Theorem 50. A completely regular space X is a Q-space if and only if every

Z-maximal family zA in Z(X) with total intersection void contains a countable

subfamily with total intersection void.

To establish this equivalence, we first suppose that X satisfies the stated

condition. Let 2ft be any free maximal ideal in (S(X, R) ; Z(2ft) is then a

Z-maximal family, as was proved in Theorem 36, and since 2ft is free, the

intersection IXz(EZ(an)Z is void. According to our hypothesis, there exists

a countable subfamily {Z„}"=i of Z(2ft) such that IJi«°_1Z„ = 0. Let the set

An be defined as ZiC\Z2C\ • ■ ■ C\Zn, for n=i, 2, 3, • • ■ . It is evident that

the inclusions AiZ)A2Z) • • ■ Z)A„Z) • • ■ are valid; and that An is nonvoid

and an element of Z(2ft), since Z(2ft) enjoys the finite intersection property.

Also it is obvious that the intersection XTiT=i An is void. Since ^4„GZ(2ft),

there is a function/„ in 6(X, R) such that Z(fn)=An, and having the addi-

tional property that 0 ;£/„(£) ^1 for all pEX. We define a function <p in the

following way: <p= E"=i 2~"/„. It is obvious that 0G@(X, R). If pEAn,

we have <p(p) =fn+i(p) ■2-(»+»+/M+2(^)2-(»+2>+ ■ • • g ¿r.»+i2~*=2-» On

the other hand, since II"=i.4» = 0, there is, for every pEX, a natural num-
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ber m such that p nonG^4m, whence we find that <p(p) ^fm(p) -2_m>0. Since

cp is positive throughout X, (p"1 exists and c/> non G 2ft. However, if ZGZ(2ft),

we have Zf^An^O for all n, and if qEZC\An, it follows that (p(q)^2~n.

Thus, 4> assumes arbitrarily small values on every Z in Z(2ft), and is conse-

quently infinitely small in (San- This proves that 2ft is a hyper-real ideal.

The converse is easily established. Let X be a completely regular space

such that S(X, P)/2ft is hyper-real for every free maximal ideal 2ft. Let zA

be any Z-maximal family. It is evident from Theorem 36 that zA is equal to

Z(2ft) for some maximal ideal in (5(X, R), and it is patent that 2ft is free if

and only if zA has total intersection void. By hypothesis, the quotient field

6(X, P)/2ft is hyper-real, and there must be an element/of Ë(X, R) such

that P(f—n) is in the family Z(2ft) for all natural numbers n. It is obvious

that IXT-i P(f—n) is void, and it follows that every Z-maximal family with

total intersection void contains a countable subfamily with intersection void.

We now turn our attention to the classification of Q-spaces, finding that

many commonly studied spaces lie in this category. Following Alexandroff

and Urysohn, we define a weak type of compactness. (See [3, p. 17].)

Definition 14. Let X be an arbitrary infinite cardinal number. A topo-

logical space X is said to be upper ^-compact if every open covering of X of

cardinal number not less than H has a subcovering of cardinal number less

than N.

We shall show that every upper ^i-compact completely regular space is

a Q-space, and, by an example, that there exist Q-spaces which are not

upper ^-compact. A preliminary theorem may first be enunciated.

Theorem 51. The following four properties of a completely regular space X

are equivalent:

(1) X is upper Ri-compact.

(2) If {Px}xga is a family of closed subsets of X such that UxgA* Px^O,

where A* is an arbitrary countable subclass of the index class A, then ITxgAFx •*0.

(3) If {A\}\ç:a is any covering of X, where the sets A\ are of the form

P(f\)r\Z'(f\), for /xGS(X, R), then there exists a countable subcovering

{^4x}xga* of the covering {^4x}xga-

(4) // |Z(/x) jxgA is any subfamily of Z(X) such that every countable sub-

family of {Z(/x)}xeA has nonvoid intersection, then    HxgA Z(f\)9i0.

Verification of the equivalence (l)<->(2) is quite elementary and is there-

fore passed over. The equivalence (3)<->(4) is likewise obvious when one ob-

serves that every set P(f)P\Z'(f) is equal to Z'(max (/, 0)) and that Z'(f) is

equal to P(f2)r\Z'(f2). We may thus complete the present proof by demon-

strating the equivalence (l)<-»(3). The implication (1)—>(3) is of course ob-

vious. To verify the converse (3)—>(1), let {G^^qm be any open covering of

X. Since X is completely regular, there exists, for every pEG», a function
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fPl„E<i(X, R) such that/p,„(i) = l,/,,,M(g)=0 for all gGG/, and 0á/*,M(g)áÍ

for all qEX. If we set Ap,ll = P(fp,l/)'r\Z'(fPiß) we have AP,I¡EG». The family

{.4j,,„} for pEM+pEGp. is a covering of X as described in (3). If (3) obtains,

there exists a countable subcovering Api,n, Av%,ßv ■ ■ ■ , APn,^, ■ • • , of the

covering {.4,,,,,}. Since we have Ap,pEGp, it follows that {GfI„j^_1 is a cover-

ing of X. Hence (1) obtains; and the present theorem is completely proved.

Theorem 52. Every upper Hi-compact completely regular space is a Q-space;

but the converse is false, as the discrete space Na of arbitrary non-countable

cardinal number K„ is a Q-space but is not upper Ri-compact.

The first statement of the present theorem is an immediate consequence of

Theorems 50 and 51. In proving the second, we first observe that the cover-

ing {p}pGxa of Na, each open set containing precisely one point, has no

countable subcovering. Hence Na is not upper ^i-compact. Consider any

maximal free ideal 2ft in S(Aa, R). To prove that Aa is a G/-space, it is suffi-

cient, in virtue of Theorem 50, to show that Z(2ft) contains a countably in-

finite subfamily having void intersection. Since Aa is discrete, the family

Z(2ft) is simply a free ultra-filter on Na; that is, it is a family which enjoys

the finite intersection property, contains all supersets of all of its elements, is

maximal with respect to the first two properties, and has total intersection

void. We may suppose that the family Z(2ft) is well-ordered: Z(2ft) = Ai, Ai,

■ • • , A n, • • • , Ay, ••• , where the ordinal numbers y run through all

ordinals less than the first ordinal of cardinal number 2"«, which is the

cardinal number of Z(2ft)(15). We now employ the axiom of choice to select

certain points p„ in Na. Every ordinal y may be written as \-\-n, where X is

a limit ordinal and » is a finite ordinal. Since Z(2ft) enjoys the finite inter-

section property, the set By=A\f~\A\+ir\ ■ ■ ■ (~^A\+n is nonvoid, and we

choose py as an arbitrary point in By. Let Cn= ¿IPf (w = 0> L 2, 3, ■ • • ),

where p runs through all ordinal numbers p such that p=\-\-i, where X is a

limit ordinal and * is a finite ordinal not less than n. It is obvious that

Cnl^Ay^O for every y, and hence C„GZ(2ft), since Z(2ft) is maximal. It is

likewise obvious that H",0G„ = 0. Hence Z(2ft) contains a countable sub-

family with void intersection, and Aa is accordingly a Q-space.

It is well known that every topological space satisfying the second axiom

of countability is upper Ni-compact (see AH, p. 78, Satz I). From this fact

and Theorem 52, we may infer the following result.

Theorem 53. Any completely regular space satisfying the second axiom of

countability is a Q-space.

Tychonoff has proved [28] that every regular (and hence every completely

regular) space satisfying the second axiom of countability is normal, and by

(16) The cardinal number | Z(3TÎ) [ is 2N„ because, as may readily be seen, 2(30?) contains

precisely one of the sets A and A ', where A is an arbitrary subset of Na.
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a celebrated theorem of Urysohn (AH, pp. 81-83) every normal space satis-

fying the second axiom of countability is metrizable. Theorem 53 therefore

states that every separable metric space is a Q-space.

Theorem 54. A pseudo-compact completely regular space is a Q-space if and

only if it is bicompact.

If X is pseudo-compact and not bicompact, then the function-ring

S(X, P) = Ë*(X, R) contains a free maximal ideal, 2ft. The quotient field

E(X, P)/2ft must be R, however, so that X is not a Q-space.

Another special family of Q-spaces is described in the following theorem.

Theorem 55. Let X be any locally bicompact Hausdorff space such that

X = En=i-^*> where each Bn is bicompact (n = 1, 2, ■ • • ). Then X is a Q-space.

If X should itself be bicompact, then there is nothing to prove. If X is

non-bicompact, then there is a free maximal ideal 2ft in S(X, R). As in the

proof of Theorem 43, we may infer that X= E£=i-<4n, where An is bicompact

and An and A¡,+i are completely separated (n = l, 2, 3, • ■ ■ ). Since A„ and

A¡,+i are completely separated, there exists a set P„GZ(X) such that AÚ D5„

D^4ñ+iD^4ñ+i (» = 1. 2, 3, • • • ). Let C be any set in Z(2ft). Since £,' EAn+i,

the set B'n~ is bicompact, and it is clear that C must have nonvoid intersec-

tion with B'n~' and hence with B„ for every natural number n. For, if CEB'n~,

then C would be bicompact, and 2ft could not be a free ideal. It follows at

once from the maximal property enjoyed by the family Z(2ft) that every set

Bn is in Z(2ft). Since Y[ñ=iBnC IXT-i^U+i = 0, we apply Theorem 50 to
infer that X is a Q-space.

As an example of a non-Q-space, we may mention the space Ta, which is

compact but not bicompact. More generally, if X is a completely regular

non-bicompact space such that the cardinal number \ßX— X\ is less than

22No, then x is not a Q-space. The connection (or lack of it) between the

classes of normal spaces and Q-spaces is of some interest. The space Ta,

easily proved to be normal, gives an example of a normal non-Q-space, while

a space Ci is constructed in Appendix A which is a Q-space but non-normal.

8. The relation of Q-spaces to rings 6(X, R). We now discuss the prop-

erties of Q-spaces, finding that they provide an exact analogue of bicompact

spaces when applied to rings Ê(X, R).

Theorem 56. Every completely regular space X can be imbedded as a dense

subset of a Q-space vX such that ß(X, R) is algebraically isomorphic with

Ê(uX, R).

We consider the family Vît of all maximal ideals 2ft in S(X, R), and single

out for special attention the subfamily N of all real ideals in Vît. As was

pointed out in Theorem 46, the set Vît may be made a bicompact Hausdorff

space by the usual construction. In its relative topology, the space A[ is a
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completely regular space. We shall take A[ to be our space uX. It is clear that

X can be mapped homeomorphically into K[: every fixed maximal ideal in

6(X, R) is real, and the set X of all fixed maximal ideals in S(X, R) con-

situtes a subspace of 7\[ which is homeomorphic to X in its relative topology.

We may therefore identify X and X in the subsequent discussion. It is also

true (and obvious) that X is dense in J\_. Since X is dense in >{, it is clear that

S(X, R) contains (5(7\(, R) as a subring, since every function in S(7^{, R) is con-

tinuous when its domain is restricted to X, and every function in (S(X, R)

can be continuously extended over J\( in at most one way. Now every func-

tion in g(X, R) can be extended over K If/GS(X, P), then f(p) = 2ftp(/) for

all 2ftPGX, and by defining/(2ft) to be 2ft(/) for all WIEK we obtain an exten-

sion of/ fromX to 1^[. It remains to show that/ is continuous on ]<[. This veri-

fication may be carried out just as the corresponding fact was proved in

Theorem 9. We therefore see that S(X, R), which we consider as being iden-

tical with (S(X, R), is isomorphic to a subring of S(7\{, R) ; as in the proof of

Theorem 9, it follows that S(7^f, R) and ß(X, R) are algebraic isomorphs.

We must also show that 7\[ is a Q-space, that is, that every real ideal in

Gi(H, R) is fixed. Let 2ft be any real ideal in S(7\., R), and let zA be any set in

Z(2ft). ThenXfW is a nonvoid Z-set inX, since ifXf\^ = 0, there would be

a function with inverse in E(X, R) corresponding under the natural iso-

morphism to a function in E(>(, R) without inverse. The family of sets

zAr\X, where zA runs through all the elements of Z(2ft), is therefore a family

Z(§) for some real ideal £> in S(X, R). Every such ideal being a point of ?{, it

follows that every function in 2ft must vanish at ¡£>EH, and hence we see

that 2ft is a fixed ideal. This completes the present proof.

The foregoing theorem shows that in studying rings (S(X, R) we may

restrict the domain of our investigations to Q-spaces, as all the possible char-

acteristics of such rings are displayed on such spaces. We now prove an im-

portant result closely related to the foregoing.

Theorem 57. Two Q-spaces X and Y are homeomorphic if and only if the

rings S(X, R) and S(F, R) are algebraically isomorphic.

The necessity of the condition stated for the homeomorphism of X and Y

being obvious, we confine ourselves to proving its sufficiency. If the ring

E(X, R) is given, we may reconstruct X as the family of all real ideals in

S(X, R), topologized as in Theorems 9, 46, and 56. Since X is a Q-space, every

real ideal in S(X, R) is fixed, and the space X is completely determined by

the algebraic properties of 6(X, R).

From Theorems 56 and 57, we may show at once that vX is unique in the

same sense that ßX is unique.

Theorem 58. Let X be any completely regular space. Then the space vX is

completely determined (to within homeomorphisms) by the following properties :
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(1) vX is a Q-space; (2) vX contains X as a dense subspace; (3) every function

in S(X, R) can be continuously extended over vX.

We now describe a second construction of the space vX.

Theorem 59. Let X be any completely regular space. Let X be mapped

into the space P/£<s(x,ä)P/, where Rf = R, by the mapping 3>: €>(*) = \f(x)}

E ^pVggs(x,b)P/. The mapping 3> is a homeomorphism and the closure of $(x)

is the space vX.

Verification that $ is a homeomorphism is very simple and is hence

passed over. It is furthermore clear that every function/ in Ê(4>(X), R) can

be continuously extended over (d>(X))~; for any such/, there is a co-ordinate

space—namely, Rj— such that f(p) =TT/(p) for every pE$(X). If q= {q¡} is

in (<t>(X))_P\(<i>(X))', set /(g) =6?/. The function / is clearly a continuous

extension of / over the space (<$(X))~. Finally, let 2ft be any real ideal in

Ë((<ï>(X))_, R). For every/in the ring 6(($(X))~, R), which we may identify

with the ring 6($(X),P), 2ft(/) is a real number, and }2ft(/) }/gg(jr,Ä) isa point

of Pf£<nx,R)Rf- For any finite set /i, /2, • • ■ ,fm of functions in E(X, R),

there is a point XoGX such that /,(x0) =2ft(/¿), for i=\, 2, • ■ • , m, since

/¿(x)-2ft(/i)=0 for all x in some ,4¿GZ(2ft) (* = 1, 2, 3, • • • , m); and we

may select any XoE XT™ i ^»- Hence an arbitrary neighborhood U/1,/2.. -jm.t

( {M(f)} ) contains points of 3>(X), and it follows that {M(f)} is in (4>(X))-.

Now for/G£($(X), R), /G2ft if and only if 2ft(/)=0; this equality means

that the co-ordinate 2ft(/) =0, that/vanishes at 2ft(f), and that 2ft is the fixed

ideal of all functions in (£((<ï>(X))_, R) which vanish at {2ft(f)}. This implies

that (d>(A))~ is a Q-space and, in virtue of Theorem 58, that (<3?(X))~ is tX.

Theorem 60. Every Q-space is homeomorphic to a closed subset of some

product space Px^aP, where each R\ = R.

This remark follows immediately from Theorem 59. It is an open question

to determine whether or not every closed subset of Pxç;aPx is a Q-space.

We next prove the analogue of Theorem 14 for spaces uX.

Theorem 61. Let [XxjxgA be any family of completely regular spaces.

Then the following relation obtains: uPX£aXx = Px£auXx.

We may ignore the trivial case in which A or some Xx is void. We first

prove that every function/ in G(PxgAXx, R) can be continuously extended

over PxgAüXx. It is obvious that Px^aXx is a dense subset of PxgAiXx, and

that the extension / of / is unique if it exists. As we have observed above

(Theorem 56), the space vX\ is a subspace of ßX\, and PxgAvXx is accord-

ingly a subspace of PxgA/3Xx=/3PxgAXx. Since every bounded function g in

S(Px£aXx, R) can be extended continuously over PxgAiöXx, it follows that a

unique continuous extension for such a function g exists over the space
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PxgAfXx. Now let / be an unbounded function in S(Px£aXx, R) and let

g = tan_1 /. Then g, being bounded, can be continuously extended over

PxgAuXx, and / will be likewise extensible provided that g({2ftx}) 9e ±ir/2

for any point { 2ftx} in Pxg avXx. We use the notation 2ftx to designate a generic

point in iXx, 2ftx being a real ideal in the ring (£(Xx, R). Assuming that

g({2ftx*}) =7r/2 for some {2ftx*} GPxgAiXx, we see at once that some ele-

ment 2ft*o must lie in vX\or\X\'0, since g({x\}) y^ir/2 if XxGXx for all XGA.

The set of points ¿„ = £[{2ftxj ; {2ftx} GPxGauXx; g({Mx}) >tt/2-1/«] is

an open set in PxgAiXx, and the set A = LIñ-i A„ contains the point {2ftx*}.

It is clear that A must contain a set of the form D^XD^X ■ • • X\

XPx^x1,x2, ...x„ Xx, where the set D\n is a closed Gs in the space Xxn

such that 2ft*„ EDxn (n = \, 2, 3, • ■ ■ ). It is also clear that for some X„,

Dx„^Xxn = 0, since in the contrary case, we should have g({x\})=w/2 for

some {xxjPxgAXx. Since D\n is a Gs, Theorem 17 implies that the space Xxn,

in its relative topology, admits a continuous real-valued function which is

not extensible so as to be continuous at {2ft*„}, in the relative topology of the

space Xx„u2ft*n. This, however, contradicts the fact that 2ftx„GiXx„. It follows

that g({2ftx*}) cannot assume the value 7t/2 or —ir/2, and that the function

/can therefore be continuously extended over PxgAfXx.

We next show that PxgAiXx is a Q-space. Suppose that 2ft* is a real

maximal ideal in Ê(Px£auX\, R). The ring 6(PxgAiXx, R) contains an iso-

morph Six of the ring S(Xx, R), for every XGA, the functions in Six being those

of the form /x7rx, /x being a generic element of 6(Xx, R) and ttx being the pro-

jection of PxgAfXx onto the Xth co-ordinate space vX\. The intersection

SL/Mäft* is clearly a real maximal ideal in the ring Six, and consequently is a

point of the space iXx. Designate the ideal StxHïft* by 2ftx*, and consider the

point {2ftx*} in PxgAüXx. For any function g in Six, it is clear that g({2ftx*})

= 2ftx*(g) = 2ft*(g). Let c6 be an arbitrary bounded function in ©(Px^auXx, R).

By virtue of Theorem 15, there exist functions gi, g2, ■ • • , g„, each of which

is in some ring Six, such that |c6({2ftx})-P(gi({2ftx}), • • • , gn(J2ftx}))| <e

where P(Zi, Z2, • • • , Z„) is a suitable polynomial with real coefficients in the

indeterminants ti, h, ■ • • , t„, e is an arbitrary positive real number, and

)2ftx} is any point in PxgAvXx. Then we may infer: |c6({2ftx*})

-2ft*(P(gi, g2, • • -, g„))|<«; and since 2ft* is a real ideal, 12ft*(<¿>)

-2ft*(P(gi, g2, • ■ • , g„))| <e. It follows that | 2ft*(</>)-cA({2ftx*})| <2e, and
hence c/>G2ft* if and only if <6( {2ftx} ) =0. From Theorem 36, we infer that an

unbounded function lAGSÍPxgAiXx, R) is in 2ft* if and only if min (\p2, 1) is

in 2ft*, and this implies that for any function i/>G(5(PxeAiXx, R), ^G2ft* if

andonlyif«/>({2ftx*})=0.
The two facts now established concerning PxgAiXx enable us to refer to

Theorem 58 to verify the present theorem.

We infer from Theorem 61 the following immediate results:

Theorem 62. The Cartesian product of Q-spaces is a Q-space.
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Theorem 63. Any Cartesian product of R with itself is a Q-space.

In concluding the present discussion, we remark without proof that the

space vX, for any completely regular space X, can be regarded as the comple-

tion of X in the coarsest uniform structure on X for which all functions in

<5(X, R) are uniformly continuous. (See [6, pp. 85-121].)

From Theorem 60 and Theorem 53, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 64. Any separable metric space is homeomorphic to a closed subset

of the Cartesian product PxgA-Px, where the index class A has cardinal number

2«o.

If M is a separable metric space, it is well known that the number

| <&(M, R) | is equal to 2xo. The present theorem follows at once from this

observation.

As a curious special case of Theorem 64, we remark that any subset of the

Euclidean plane, however pathological it may be, is imbeddable as a closed

subset of Px^aPx, where | A| is 2No.

We continue with another imbedding theorem.

Theorem 65. Let X be a Q-space, and let Y be an arbitrary completely

regular space. Then the rings S(X, R) and E( Y, R) are algebraically isomorphic

if and only if Y can be imbedded as a dense subset of X in such a way that every

function in S( Y, R) can be continuously extended over X.

The present proof is carried out by methods now familiar to the reader.

It is natural to ask how powerful the rings S(X, R) are in distinguishing

among non-homeomorphic spaces. That is, given two non-homeomorphic

completely regular spaces Xi and X2, when will the rings S(Xi, R) and

S(X2, R) be non-isomorphic? A related question may also be posed: what

spaces X are there whose rings S(X, R) are the rings for no other spaces?

Complete answers to these questions are not known to the writer. We can,

however, obtain partial answers which are closely analogous to known re-

sults for rings S*(X, R), the results for rings (S*(X, R) appearing as special

cases of the theorems that we are about to state. We first show that rings

S(X, R) are no less effective than rings 6*(X, R) in distinguishing among

spaces.

Theorem 66. If X and Y are complete regular spaces with the property that

the rings ®(X, R) and E(F, R) are algebraically isomorphic, then the rings

(£*(X, R) and S*(F, R) are algebraically isomorphic.

Let t be an algebraic isomorphism carrying ß(X, R) onto S( F, R) ; it is

obvious that t(o>) =a, for all real numbers a. Let/ be any bounded function

in 6(X, R). The assertion that / is bounded may be reformulated as the

statement that there are real numbers a and ß such that if y is any real

number not in the interval   [a, ß], then (/—7)_1 exists. It is clear that
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(t(/) —t)_1 exists, since we have (r(f) — y)_1 —r((f—y)_1), and that r, conse-

quently, carries S*(X, R) onto 6*(F, R).

The foregoing theorem shows that if S*(X, R) and 6*(F, P) are non-

isomorphic, then S(X, R) and 6( F, P) are non-isomorphic. That rings

S(X, R) actually have higher distinguishing power than rings 6*(X, R) is

shown by the following evident theorem.

Theorem 67. Let X be any non-pseudo-compact completely regular space;

then X and ßX have the property that (£*(X, R) and 6*(/3X, R) are algebraically

isomorphic, while 6(X, R) and (S(/3X, P)=ß*(/3X, R) are not algebraically

isomorphic.

We now take up the known cases in which the ring (S(X, R) completely

determines X, that is, in which algebraic isomorphism between 6(X, R) and

S(F, R) implies the existence of a homeomorphism between X and F.

Theorem 68. The ring S(X, R) completely determines the topological space

X if and only if X is a Q-space with the property that for every non-isolated point

pEX, there is a function in E(X — p, R) which cannot be continuously extended

over X.

Suppose first that the space X enjoys the property described above, and

suppose that F is a space such that S( Y, R) is isomorphic to S(X, R). If Y is

a Q-space, then we know from Theorem 57 that X and F are homeomorphic.

If F is not a Q-space, Theorem 65 implies that F can be imbedded as a

(proper) subset of X which is dense in X and has the property that every

function in Ë( F, R) can be continuously extended over X. As a dense subset

of X, Y must contain all of the isolated points of X, and as a proper subset of

X, it must omit some non-isolated point of X. The properties ascribed to X

present us with an immediate contradiction. The converse is obviously true.

Theorem 69. // X is any separable metric space, then X is completely de-

termined by ß(X, R). If X is a discrete space, then X is completely determined by

6(X, R).

Any separable metric space is, in view of Theorem 53, a Q-space. Since the

first axiom of countability is satisfied at every point p in X, Theorem 17 im-

plies that every subspace X — p(p being a non-isolated point of X) admits

continuous real-valued bounded functions which are not continuously ex-

tensible over X. Consequently X falls within the purview of Theorem 68

and is completely determined by S(X, R). If X is a discrete space, then the

conditions of Theorem 68 are certainly satisfied. Theorems 52, 53, and 54

show that any discrete space is a Q-space, whatever its cardinal number; the

extension property of Theorem 68 is vacuously satisfied because there are no

non-isolated points in X.

As an application of the foregoing theorem to a familiar situation, we
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remark that the ring S(P, R) is isomorphic to the ring S(X, R) for no com-

pletely regular space X other than R. Similar observations are valid for

Euclidean re-space, Hubert space, and so on. If X is a compact metric space,

then (S(X, R) is identical to 6*(X, R), and in this case ß*(X, R) determines

X. We also point out that Theorems 66 and the second theorem on page 835

of [7] show immediately that two completely regular spaces X and F

satisfying the first axiom of countability have isomorphic rings S(X, R) and

S( F, R) if and only if they are homeomorphic.

Appendix A. The space Ci

We shall exhibit here a space & which is (a) completely regular, (b) non-

normal, (c) a Q-space, and (d) contains a closed G¡ which is not a Z-set. The

points of Ci are those points (x, y) in the Euclidean plane such that \x\ ^1

and |y| £L. If y5^0, and « is any natural number, then the neighbor-

hood Un(x, y) is the ordinary Euclidean neighborhood of (x, y) : Un(x, y)

= E[(z, w); (z, w)ECi, {(z — x)2 + (w — y)2}1/2<l/re]. The neighborhoods

Un(x, y) comprise a complete neighborhood system for all points (x, y) with

y 5^0 (re = l, 2, 3, ■ • • ). For points (x, 0) in G, and arbitrary natural numbers

re, neighborhoods Vn(x, 0) are defined as follows:

Vn(x, 0) = E[(z, w); (z, w) E Ci, | w\ < i/n, \ w\ ■ \ z — x|_1 > n]

VJ E[(x, w) ; (x, w) E Ci, | w | < 1/»].

As « runs through the set of all natural numbers, the neighborhoods Vn(x, 0)

define complete neighborhood systems for the points (x, 0). Since every

Euclidean neighborhood of every point lying in G contains a G-neighborhood

of that point, it is apparent that G is a Hausdorff space. To prove that G

is completely regular, we first consider points (x, y) with y 9¿0. The function

0(z, w) = n{(z - x)2+ (w- y)2}1'2

is evidently continuous on G and satisfies the conditions

(p(x, y) = 0,       <p(z, w) ^ 1    for    (z, w) G Uñ (x, y).

Construction of appropriate functions is naturally somewhat more compli-

cated in the case of neighborhoods Vn(x, 0). For arbitrary (x, 0) G G such that

|x|   <1 and an arbitrary natural number n, we define (p(z, w) as follows:

For (z, w) G Vn' (x, 0), 4>(z, w) = 1 ;

For points (x, w)EVn(x, 0), (p(x, w) = n\w\ ;

For points (z, w) E Vn(x, 0) with z>x, we make (¡>(z, w) a linear interpola-

tion between the value n\w\ assumed at (x, w) and the value 1 assumed at

(x+re_1| w\ , w) ;

For points (z, w)EV„(x, 0) with z<x, we make (p(z, w) a linear inter-

polation between the value 1 assumed at (x — «-1| w\, w) and the value n\w\

assumed at (x, w). Functions c/> for the points (±1, 0) are defined in a similar
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way. It is obvious that the c/> are continuous throughout G, and by their

definition the functions <6 show that the space G is completely regular.

We next show that G enjoys properties (b) and (d) by exhibiting a closed

Gs in G which is not a Z-set. As this set, we select A =E\(x, 0); \x\ ^ 1, x is

rational]. The set A is easily seen to be closed: if 0<|y| ^1, then there is a

neighborhood Un(x, y) not intersecting A, for all (x, y)ECi; if Z is irrational

and | z| <1, then Vn(t, 0)C\A =0 for all natural numbers re. To show that A

is a Gs, consider the set G„= ^2,TVn(r, 0), where r runs through all rational

numbers in [ — 1, l]. Clearly we have GnZ)A, and also U"_i G„ = ^4. Now

suppose that/ is any function in S(G, R) such that Z(f)Z)A. We shall show

that Z(f)C\B^0, where B=E[(x, 0); |x[ <1, x is irrational]. The proof of

this fact proceeds by contradiction. Assume that ^=|/| is positive for all

(Z, 0)G-B. Then, for every (Z, 0)GP, there is a neighborhood Vn(t, 0) such

that (x, y) G Vn(t, 0) implies that \p(x, y) > 2-ty(Z, 0) > 0. Let Pro,„ be the set of

all (Z, 0)GP such that for all (x, y)EVm(t, 0), the inequality >p(x, y)>l/n

obtains (m, w = l, 2, 3, • • • ). It is clear that B= Em.n-iP™,«. Furthermore,

every set Bm<n is nowhere dense in the Euclidean topology of the set

D=E[(x, 0), — l:£x^l]. For, assume that Bm,n is dense in some open

interval I of D. Select any rational point r in this interval, and a neighbor-

hood Vk(r, 0)—in the topology of G—such that for (x, y)EVk(r, 0), the

inequality \p(x, y) < i/n obtains. Since Bm,n is dense in the interval I, there

must be neighborhoods Vm(t, 0) for (Z, 0)EI(^Bm,n such that F= Vm(t, 0)

C\ Vk(r, 0) 5^0. For a point (x, y) in P, we have \p(x, y) < 1/re and \¡/(x, y) > 1/w,

a palpable absurdity. Hence Bm,n is nowhere dense in the Euclidean topology

of D. Now A, being countably infinite, is a set of the first category in D, and

the set Em,n-i Bm,n, by what we have just proved, is also a set of the first

category. Since D=AVJ Em,n=i Bm,n, and since D is a complete metric space

in its Euclidean topology, a theorem of Baire (see AH, p. 108, Satz V) may

be applied to show that D cannot be of the first category; we may thus infer

that Z(f)C\Br¿0.
Finally, we wish to show that G is a Q-space. In virtue of Theorem 50, it

will suffice to show that for every free maximal ideal 2ft in S(G, R), there

exists a countable subfamily {^4«}ñ-iCZ(2ft) such that IJ"=1v4„ = 0. We have

two cases to consider.

Case I. D nonGZ(2ft). In this event, there is a set i/GZ(2ft) such that

Hf~\D = 0. Since 2ft is free, the set II is non-bicompact in its relative topology

in G- It is clear that in the Euclidean topology of G, the closure of //must

have nonvoid intersection with D ; otherwise this Euclidean closure of H wrould

be a bicompact set in Z(2ft). Every element Z of Z(2ft) must intersect H in a

non-bicompact set; as before, it follows that the Euclidean closure of Z has

nonvoid intersection with D. If we now define the sets /„ as E [(x, y) ;

(x, y)ECi, \y\ gi/»], it is clear that: (1) J„GZ(G); (2) /„HZ^O, for all
natural numbers « and all ZGZ(2ft); (3) J„rWGZ(2ft) for all natural num-
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bers n; (4)   Yin-i JnI^H=0. (4) shows that M is a non-real ideal.

Case II. DGZ(2ft). We first show that if a is a real number such that

\a\ <1, then there is a function \¡/GS(G, P) such that i^(x, 0) =0 for 1 ̂ x>a,

\¡/(x, 0) = 1 for — l^x^a, and OrSi/^x, y)i=l for all (x, y)GG'. We com-

mence with the function \p defined on D alone, with values as stated, and

show that \p can be continuously extended over all of G- Select any neighbor-

hood Vn(a, 0), and let \f/(x, y) — 1 for all (x, y) G Vñ(a, 0). Further, let \p(x, y)

= 1 for all (x, y) such that |y| ïïl/ra or x^a. For points (x, y) G V„ (a, 0)

such that 0<|y| <l/w and a<x<a-\-\/n2, let i^(x, y) be a linear interpola-

tion between the value 0 assumed at (x, 0) and the value 1 assumed at

(x, n(x — a)) (if y is positive) or (x, —n(x — a)) (if y is negative). For points

(x, y) such that 0<|y| <l/w and x^a + l/w2, let yp(x, y) be a linear inter-

polation between the value 0 assumed at (x, 0) and the value 1 assumed at

(x, 1/w) (if y is positive) or at (x, — 1/re) (if y is negative). The function \¡/ is

patently continuous throughout G and enjoys the other properties stated

above. It is to be noted that Z(\p)=E[(x, 0); (x, 0)GCi, a<x^l]. Now let

{ZxjxgA represent the family Z(2ft). Since Z>GZ(2ft), it is clear that the fam-

ily {-DrtZxjxeA is a family of Z-sets in G enjoying the finite intersection

property. Denoting closure in the Euclidean topology of D by the symbol ~k,

we observe that the family J (DP\Zx)*}xgA is a family of bicompact subsets

of D (in its Euclidean topology) enjoying the finite intersection property.

There exists, therefore, a point (a, 0) in D such that (a, 0) G IJxga(í>'^Zx)*;

hence, every open interval in D containing (a, 0) contains points of every set

Dr\Zx. Let In = E[(x, 0); (x, 0)GG, a-l/n<x<a] and let Jn = E[(x, 0);

(x, 0)GG, a<x<a + l/w]. From the construction of \p set forth above, it is

plain that the sets Kn = J¿JIn are all in Z(G), for re = 1, 2, 3, • • • . It is also

plain that (a, 0) nonGZ(2ft), since 2ft is free. Since the sets Knr^DC\Z\ are

nonvoid, for all natural numbers n and all indices XGA, and 2ft is a maximal

ideal, we infer that X„GZ(2ft), n = \, 2, ■ ■ • . The intersection JJ"=iAn is

void, and it follows that 2ft is a hyper-real ideal. G is accordingly a Q-space.

Appendix B. Other rings of continuous functions

It is natural to inquire why the rings £(X, P) and (S*(X, R) are chosen as

instruments wherewith to study topological spaces X, to the exclusion of

rings Ê(X, K), (E*(X, K), and more generally rings S(X, T), where T may be

any topological ring. First, the limitation to topological fields F offers con-

siderable advantages in rings 6(X, P) by virtue of the simple characterization

of elements with inverse in such rings. Second, the topological field used

should be connected and locally bicompact, in order to admit reasonable num-

bers of continuous images of connected and bicompact spaces, respectively.

By a celebrated theorem of Pontrjagin these properties limit us already to

R, K, or Q, the field of quaternions, so that our only choice lies among the

three fields mentioned. We now show that for distinguishing among topo-
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logical spaces, choice of P, K, or Q is immaterial.

Theorem. Let X and Y be completely regular spaces. The following state-

ments concerning X and Y are equivalent:

(1) S*(X, R) is algebraically isomorphic to S*(F, R) ;

(2) E*(X, K) is algebraically isomorphic to E*(F, K) ;

(3) S*(X, Q) is algebraically ismorphic to (g*(F, Q) (16).

The implication (1)—>(2) is obvious when the observation is made that

6*(X, K) is obtained from 6*(X, R) by adjoining i: (£*(X, K) is the set of all

functions (p-r-fy, where <f>, i/'GS*(X, R). We now consider the converse im-

plication (2)—>(1). Let Vîtx be the family of all maximal ideals in the ring

ß*(X, K). By an argument identical with that used in the proof of Theorem

9, it may be shown that Vîtx can be made a bicompact Hausdorff space con-

taining a homeomorphic image X of X as a dense subset and having the

property that every function in 6*(X, K) (and hence every function in the

subring S*(X, P)) can be continuously extended over Vîtx. This proves that

Vîtx is the space ßX. By virtue of (2), Vîtx and Vîty are homeomorphic, both be-

ing defined by purely algebraic means from algebraically isomorphic rings,

from which (1) follows immediately.

A similar argument is applied to prove the equivalence (l)<->(3). We need

only to replace the term "maximal ideal" by the term "maximal two-sided

ideal"  to prove  (3)—>(1) as above; and  (1)—*(3) is obvious.

Theorem. Let X and Y be completely regular spaces. The following state-

ments concerning X and Y are equivalent:

(1) E(X, R) is algebraically isomorphic to (£( F, R) ;

(2) S(X, K) is algebraically isomorphic to E( F, K) ;

(3) S(X, Q) is algebraically isomorphic to S(F, Q).

The proof of the present theorem is identical with that of the preceding,

except that ßX and ß Y are to be replaced by vX and v Y.

Various writers have approached the study of topological spaces X

through metricaland Banach space properties of the space Ê*(X, P), provided

with the M-topology. (See, for example, [10], [26], and [19].) It can be

shown that this approach cannot bring topological features of the space X

into sharper focus than can the study of algebraic properties of 6*(X, R).

The following theorem renders this statement precise.

Theorem. Let X and Y be any completely regular spaces. Any algebraic

isomorphism r mapping 6*(X, R) onto (E*(F, R) has the property that ||/||

= ||t(/)|| and is hence a Banach space equivalence and a fortiori an isometry.

On the other hand, if an isometry a exists carrying S*(X, P) onto 6*(F, R) then

(l6) A function <j> in e(X, Q) or <Z(X, K) is said to be bounded and hence to be in <i*(X, Q)

or E*(X, K) if <j>(X) is a bounded subset of Q (considered as Rl) or K (considered as R?).
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there also exists an algebraic isomorphism carrying 6*(X, P) onto (5*(F, R).

The norm-preserving property enjoyed by every algebraic isomorphism

t is established by giving an algebraic definition of the norm in S*(X, R). If

</>G6*(X, R), there exists a non-negative real number a such that for all real

numbers t>a, ((p — t)~l exists. There also exists a non-positive real ß number

such that for all real numbers Z <ß, (<f> — Z)_1 exists. Let ao be the infimum of all

a having the properties ascribed to a, and let ßo be the supremum of all ß

having the properties ascribed to ß. Then it is clear that \\<p\\ =max (|ao|,

|/3o|). The norm having been thus algebraically defined, it follows that the

norm of any function and hence the distance between any two functions is

preserved under every algebraic isomorphism.

The second statement of the theorem may be proved at once from a

theorem of Stone (see [26, p. 469, Theorem 83]), which states that an

isometry between £*(/, R) and 6* (L, R), where / and L are bicompact Haus-

dorff spaces, implies the existence of a homeomorphism between J and L.

If S*(X, R) and 6*(F, P) are connected by an isometry <j, then <5*(j3X, R)

and (H*(ßY, R) are connected by an isometry p; Stone's theorem implies that

ßX and ßY are homeomorphic; this implies that G*(0X, P) and (i*(ßY, R)

are algebraically isomorphic, which finally implies that (S*(X, P) and

6*(F, R) are algebraically isomorphic.

A similar result may be stated for rings S(X, P).

Theorem. Let X and Y be completely regular spaces, with the property that

S(X, P) is algebraically isomorphic to 6(F, P) under an isomorphism r. The

isomorphism r is necessarily a homeomorphism under the m- and the u-topologies

íwS(X, R) and<&(Y,R).
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